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LIST OF SYMBOLS

a

Refers to the factor identified as the cause. Used in the schematic
formulation of the truth conditions for singular causal statements only.

A

Refers to the factor identified as the cause. Used withm main text only.

F

Refers to a specific causal field against which a singular causal statement
is made.

F(c)

The frequency of a condition in the type.

i

Refers to an INUS condition that is a member of a sufficient disjunct
condition of P.
Refers to the level of description at which a singular causal statement is

L

made.
P

Refers to the effect that is to be explained.

T

Refers to the set of conditions present in the token.

X

Refers a condition that is a member of the set of conditions that must be
present along with a for a to cause P.
Refers to the set of conditions that must be present along wdth a for a to
cause P.
Refers to a condition or set of conditions which constitutes a sufficient
condition of P.

X
y

Y

Refers to the entire collection of the sets of conditions which constitute
sufficient conditions of P.

CHAPTER I'
INTRODUCTION

1.1 Introduction
Many theories offer accounts of what is meant by statements of the form "A
causes P." However, these theories are primarily concerned with accountmg for claims
that A is a cause of P, and they are generally unsuccessful m accounting for what is meant
by "A is the cause of P." Such theories often conclude that there is no right answer about
what separates the cause from a cause. Yet, it seems that a theory is needed that can
account for use of the definite article in causal statements.
People often claim something to be the cause of something else, and it seems
imclear why they would choose to use the definite article if they do not intend the
proposed cause to have some special status. And, it is unclear why they would intend
special status, if they do not perceive special status. Many philosophers clahn that such
statements are made arbifrarily. But, it seems sloppy to just assume that common
language speakers make arbitrary choices so as to say false things. Moreover, it seems

' The title of this thesis should make it clear that I will be concerned with singular
causal statements-which make claims about a given instance-and not general causal
statements-which purport to say something about nomic regularities between causes and
effects. However, what is not clear is that I will only be concerned with singidar causal
statements of the sort "A is the cause of P" and not of the sort "A is a cause of P." I take
it that other theories have done an admirable job with cases of the latter sort. When I use
"singular causal statements" below, it should be understood to specify only those
statements of the former sort. When I make claims about "singular causal statements"
that can be generalized to all causal statements, context should make this clear.
1
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that there is too much regularity in the use of "the cause" for the label to be assigned
arbifrarily.
In this thesis, I will propose that there can be a semantics of singular causal
statements of tiie sort "A is tiie cause of P." 1 will show that such statements can have
both definite meaning and definite truth value. Rather than arbifrarily assigning the
definite article to fruth claims, common language users actually key in on the statistically
abnormal contributory cause and declare it to be the cause. 1 take it that others have
denied there to be such a non-arbitiary method to singular causal statements because the
use of the definite article does often seem quite capricious. It does not seeva, prima facie,
that there is any constant guide to the use of "the cause," not even statistical abnormality.
The reason for this is that the statistical abnormality is judged not against objective
standards but against a specific and variable understanding of the causal situation. Once
this is recognized, the guiding rule of the semantics of singular causal statements can be
laid out.
Interestingly enough, much of the work required for a semantics of singular causal
statements already has been done. As such, I will pull greatly from the work of John L.
Mackie and Morton White. Mackie has offered a theory of INUS conditions in which he
explains that causes are not always necessary and sufficient conditions of an effect but are
often constituents of such conditions. He goes on to explam that causal claims are made
against a backdrop of a causal field that fixes some conditions as constants and allows
other to occur contingently. Variation in the causal field can lead to variation in what
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counts as a cause. I will utiUze botii Mackie's concept of an INUS condition and that of a
causal field, as well as others.
Morton White, m writing about causal statements made m historical texts, has
claimed that historians often elevate a single contributory cause to special status by
labeling h ''the cause." He claims that this is done accordmg to a doctime of
abnormalism in which the statistically abnormal contributory cause is picked out and
given special status. However, this is done from a subjective point of view, and when
two historians disagree there can be no arbitration. Though the cause is often cited, there
can be no objective answer to what is the cause m a given situation. To develop my
theory, I will utilize White's concept of abnormalism, as well as others.
Because of the importance of both Mackie's and White's theories to the current
project. Section 2.1 will layout Mackie's position and make clear the important concepts
that I vsdll later utiHze in my theory. Section 2.2 will do the same for White. Section 2.3
will then show how the theories of Mackie and White can be combined and modified so
as to sfrengthen one another. New concepts will be added, and the result will be my
theory of INUS abnormalism which will provide a semantics of singular causal
statements of the form "A is the cause of P." This will include an explanation of the
meaning and truth-conditions of such statements. 1 will conclude the section and chapter
by showing that the theory captures much of the common use of the cause."
In the thhd chapter, I will apply INUS abnormalism to many of the main issues in
the study of causation, and I will anticipate some problems wdth and objections to my
theory. Section 3.1 will explam how the current theory can deal wdth the issue of
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overdetermmation. Since many theories of causation-whether they are concerned with
the metaphysics, the epistemology, or the linguistics-have trouble with cases in which
more than one sufficient condition of an effect are present, it is important that the theory
be shovra to make some headway with overdetermination. Section 3.2 will explain how
negative conditions can be accovmted for within the theory. Negative conditions are, at
times, cited as the cause by common language users, and the theory needs to be able to
accoimt for this and deal with some of the philosophical issues that arise from negative
conditions. Section 3.3 wdll further develop the theory by dealing with a number of issues
that have arisen throughout the paper. One of the main goals of this section wdll be to
show that common language users are capable of implementing such a complex theory of
singular causal statements without having an explicit understanding of the theory.
The third chapter will be used to conclude the project and evaluate its success. In
the end, it should not only be clear that past thought has l^een incorrect and that a
semantics of statements of the sort "A is the cause of P" is possible, but that such a theory
accords well with common language use. Further, the theory wdll be shown to have
considerable success with some of the main philosophical issues that concern theories of
causation. While not every problem vvdth singular causal statements will be resolved
here, the presentation of INUS abnormalism will deal wdth a number of issues and make
clear what remains to be done.

CHAPTER II
INUS ABNORMALISM

2.1 Mackie's INUS Conditions and Causal Fields
John L. Mackie, in his "Causes and Conditions,"^ offers an analysis of what is
meant by singular causal statements of the sort "A causes P." Mackie begins by
considering that such statements may specify A as a necessary and sufficient condition of
P (245). He immediately dismisses such an analysis, as it fails to account for much of the
conventional use of causal statements. In particular, there seem to be many instances in
which "A causes P" identifies "an indispensable part of a complex sufficient (but not
necessary) condition" of P (246). Such cases are instances in which the identified cause
is what Mackie calls an INUS condition.
In many cases, the factor which is identified as the cause is not in-and-of-itself
sufficient for the effect but is a necessary part of a group of factors which is jointly
sufficient, but is not necessary, for the effect (246). Because of this, Mackie clahns that
causal statements of the sort "A causes P" do not always make the claim that A is a
necessary and sufficient condition of P, but rather such statements often make the claim
that A is an Insufficient, Necessary part of an Unnecessary, Sufficient condition (or INUS
condition) of P.

^ Mackie, John L. 'Causes and Conditions' from American Philosophical
Quarterly, vol.2 no. 4 pp. 245-264 (1965).
All references to Mackie are to this work.
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Given this clarification, Mackie goes on to explam tiie relation between INUS
conditions and necessary and sufficient conditions. The combination of an INUS
condition. A, wdtii all other causal factors that are part of the Unnecessary but Sufficient
condition of P yields what Mackie-along with Konrad Marc-Wogau-calls a minimally
sufficient condition of P (246). Further, a complete list of all minimally sufficient
conditions of P, when they are listed in disjunctive form, yields a necessary and sufficient
condition of P. This means that if A is an INUS condition of P then a sufficient condition
of P may be specified by a combination of A and other positive and negative factors, e.g.,
ABC. A necessary and sufficient condition of P may be specified by a long disjunction of
such sufficient conditions, i.e. ABC v DEF v .. ..^ Because of the possibility of many
relevant causal factors in a minimally sufficient condition and the possibility of many
different minimally sufficient conditions, hi his definition of an INUS condition Mackie
denotes all relevant causal factors required for the minimally sufficient condition as X
and the collection of all other minimally sufficient conditions as Y:
A is an INUS condition of a result P if and only if, for some
X and for some Y, (AX or Y) is a necessary and sufficient
condition of P, but A is not a sufficient condition of P and
X is not a sufficient condition of P. (246)
It is important to note that this allows every conjimct in the minimally sufficient condition
of P to be an INUS condition; not only is A an INUS condition, but so is every causal
factor indicated by the collective representation X.

^ I will often refer to a specification of a necessary and sufficient condition of P as
the full Mackie condition of P.
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Smce INUS conditions are often but not always what is specified by singular
causal statements, Mackie gives a more complete analysis of causal statements by noting
that statements of the sort "A causes P" identify A as an at-least-INUS condition of P. In
some cases A is a necessary and sufficient condition of P. hi other cases, A is necessary
but not sufficient for P unless pafred with other causal factors, X. In still other cases, A is
sufficient but not necessary for P, because there are other sufficient conditions, Y, of P
(246). This means that statements of the sort "A causes P" specify that:
(i) A is at least an INUS condition of P-that is, there is a
necessary and sufficient condition of P which has one of
these forms: (AX or Y), (A or Y), AX, A.
(ii) A was present on the occasion in question.
(iii) The factors represented by the 'X', if any, in the
formula for the necessary and sufficient condition were
present on the occasion in question.
(iv) Every disjunct in 'Y' which does not contain 'A' as a
conjunct was absent on the occasion in question (247).'^
Mackie believes his INUS theory captures much of what is meant by causal statements,
but he claims additional machinery is requfred for a complete analysis of singular causal
statements.
Mackie goes on to note that causal questions-and, in turn, causal statements-are
partially indeterminate unless a causal field is specified (249). Here, a causal field is
taken to be a specific collection of cases in which P sometimes occurs and sometimes
does not. With a different specification of the collection of cases, the meaning of "A

'^ Since, Mackie's claim can be stated as a conditional-*'lf 'A causes P,' all the
factors mvolved meet conditions (i) - (iv)."-conditions (i) - (iv) are necessary for the truth
of "A causes P." In such, I will often refer to these four conditions as Mackie's criteria
for the truth of singular causal statements.
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causes P" may change (249). So, statements of the sort "A causes P" do not make clear
any definite causal claims except against the backdrop of a given causal field, i.e., the
meanmg and truth of "lightning causes fne" varies as the causal field is changed from
forests, to laboratories, to the whole universe.^
The mfroduction of a causal field greatiy affects Mackie's previous account of
causal statements. Most importantiy, tiiis means that for "A causes P" to have meaning it
niust be an elliptical version of "A causes P m relation to field F" (249). In turn, this
alters Mackie's previous analysis of causal statements by replacmg (i) above with:
(iJA is at least a INUS condition of P m field F-that is,
there is a condition which, given the presence of whatever
features characterize F throughout, is necessary and
sufficient for P, and which is of one of these forms: (AX or
Y), (A or Y), AX, A. (249)
A further point of note is that this change to Mackie's analysis moves some of the
potential causal factors of P into the causal field. Causal factors are best thought of as
conditions which occur contingently, either because they are not necessary for the effect
or because the effect does not always occur. A causal field specifies the conditions that
always hold for the current inquiry. The fact that lightning occurred m a forest may
generally be seen as a causal factor of the resultant fire. Yet, once the causal field is
specified as including only those cases in which lightning has struck, lightning can no

^ It may seem that causal claims of the sort "A causes P" do have definite
meanings and truth values, but this is only the case because a universal causal field is
supposed. The possibiUty of meaningful causal statements in instances in which causal
fields are not specified will be considered below, but it is important to note that causal
claims can only be meaningful to the extent that the claim is judged in relation to a causal
field.
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longer be seen as a causal factor.^ This means that any condhion which is a part of the
specified causal field is not a causal factor as Mackie specifies them and may, therefore,
be removed from the full Mackie condition of P.
Of course, it is the case that causal statements often take the form "A causes P"
and rarely take the form "A causes P m F"; the vernacular is filled wdtii such cases, e.g.,
"Absence makes [causes] the heart grow fonder" not "Absence makes [causes] the heart
grow fonder in humans.'' Mackie notes that causal fields are rarely completely specified
and are often only partially and implicitiy fixed (249). In fact, it may be the case that
even general causal fields are infractably detailed. The universal causal field mcludes the
long list of all relevant historical events, e.g., the Big Bang; the causal field of humans
includes the fact that mass extinctions have not occurred etcetera. It may be that no
causal field can be completely specified even if such an attempt were made.^

^ It has been brought to my attention by Robert Rupert that it sounds sfrange to say
that, if lightning is a part of the causal field, it is not a causal factor. But, Mackie does
not intend to claim that this removes all causal efficacy from the lightning, despite its no
longer being labeled "causal factor." Mackie notes, "[i]t is generally an arbittary matter
whether a particular feature is regarded as a condition (that is, as a possible causal factor)
or as part of the field, but it cannot be freated in both ways at once (249)." The difference
is only terminological. Asking "what is the cause of a influenza in humans (when some
humans do not get influenza)," demands an answer other than "Being a human."
Nonetheless, being human does play an hnportant role m causing mfluenza, as the
presence of the causal virus may not lead to influenza in rats. Redescription of the
situation can allow being a human to be cited as a causal factor. For Mackie, "causal
factor" and "causal field" are technical terms, and he distinguishes between the two not
because of an essential difference in theh causal roles but because those conditions in the
causal field help shape the situation and make apparent which causal factors are rightfully
cited as causes. I will stick wdth this technical distinction throughout, and I believe it will
be even more clear in my account why such a distinction is needed.
^ There remains the additional issue of how causal statements can have meaning if
the causal field is not explicitly specified. Mackie is not concerned with providing an
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Fmally, h is hnportant to note that not only does the causal field not need to be
explicitly specified, but the full Mackie condition itself may go partially undefined. The
at-least-ENUS condition requhement (i J above does not requhe that tiie X and Y m the
Mackie condition be specified (249). Mackie holds tiiat the X and Y can be merely
existentially quantified. In cases where A is an INUS condition, there exist other causal
factors that must be paired with A and there exist other sufficient conditions for P, but h
is unnecessary that these other conditions be known. If this seems counterintuitive,
consider the causal statement that is being made: "A causes P" says nothing about what
else helped lead to P nor does it say what else could have led to P, and therefore, an
analysis of such causal statements does not need to account for other necessary or
sufficient conditions of P.
Having established the meaning of causal statements of the sort "A causes P,"
Mackie goes on to consider what is meant by statements of the form "A is the cause of
P." He claims that in general cases, if A appears in every disjunct of the full Mackie
condition of P, it can be said that A is the cause of P (253). But, in individual causal
clahns where A is not independently sufficient for P, there is no way to identify one
causal factor as the cause of P. Any INUS condition-whether it be A or some member of
X-could as rightfully be declared the cause as any other. Any specification of the cause
is entirely arbifrary.

account of how causal fields are specified, as he is only claiming that often statements of
the form "A causes P" do not make universal claims but clahns about a certain division of
the universe. Yet, the fact that causal fields are not explicitly specified is a cause of
concern when h is asked whether the causal statement is understood as mtended. This
will be considered in section 3.4 below.
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Mackie's analysis of causal statements clahns that statements of the sort "A
causes P" do not always claim A to be a necessary and sufficient condition of P. histead,
such statements often mean something much weaker, namely that A is an at-least-INUS
condhion of P. There may be other causal factors that helped lead to P, and there may be
other factors that could have caused P. Further, singular causal claims are also made in
relation to a causal field in which only a specific set of circumstances is considered.
Finally, Mackie claims that singular causal statements of the sort "A is the cause of P"
make no claim beyond those made by "A causes P." While it seems to conflict that
Mackie claims that there can be no right answer as to the cause and the current paper is
about such statements, Mackie's formulation of INUS conditions and causal fields will
play an important role in my theory.

2.2 White's Abnormalism
As part of his Foundations of Historical Knowledge, Morton White offers not
only an account of causal statements but of the difference in statements about a cause and
the cause.^ White clahns that "A causes P" is essentially the same as "A is a contiibutory
cause of P," and the two statements make the claim tiiat there is a deductive argument
that takes as a premise A and as its conclusion P (60). However, he goes on to note that
statements of tiie sort "A causes P" are often offered as statements not about a
contiibutory cause but about tiie decisive cause, or the cause (105). White clahns tiiat

^ White, Morton. Foundations of Historical Knowledge. Harper and Row: New
York. (1965).
All references to White are to this work.
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causal mterpretation is the process of specifymg a given contiibutory cause as the
decisive cause (106). This specification is done by identifying some distinguishing
feature possessed by one of tiie contributory causes. Based on this, White offers a
preliminary analysis of statements of the sort "A is the cause of P":
A is the decisive cause of [P] if and only if:
(1) A is a contributory cause of [P], and
(2)Ahasfeatiu-eD. (106)
Such a specification means that the distinguishing feature is necessary and sufficient for a
contiibutory cause being counted as the decisive cause.
Of course, the nature of the distinguishing feature which defines decisive causes is
left to be established. To do this. White presents his doctrme of abnormalism which
holds that the feature which distinguishes the decisive cause from the many contributory
causes is its statistical abnormality (107, 117). More specifically, abnormalism is the
view that "A is the decisive cause of P" means:
(a) [A] is the abnormal contributory cause [of P],
(b) [A] is sometimes selected from a point of view which another
investigator may not share, and
(c) we cannot always establish on absolute grounds that one of these points
of view is superior to others. (107)
White is qviick to pomt out that while (a) specifies the distinctive feature requfred for
causal interpretation, h is of the utmost importance that the abnormality is understood as
relative to the agent making the statement and that the decisive cause may vary from
agent to agent.
The hmnediate concern here is that h does no good to specify a necessary and
sufficient condition for disthiguishing the decisive cause from a contributory cause, if tiie
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presence of such a condition is subjective. The concern is that such subjectivity makes
causal interpretation just as arbifrary as if there were no fixed distinguishing feature.
In confronting the concern of subjectivity. White considers Mill's views on
identifying the decisive cause. White notes that for Mill the only thing that could
rightfully be identified as the cause is the whole cause (109). Certainly, there may be
many contiibutory causes, but if someone purports to identify the cause the individual
must provide a complete list of all the contributory causes. Because of this, any attempt
to identify a given contributory cause (or even a collection of contributory causes that is
less than the whole collection) as the cause is inadequate and misleading. While such
practices may be common in the vernacular, they occur arbitiarily; causal interpretation is
based on no rule, and the contributory cause which is identified as the cause varies from
person to person and even within individuals across time (110). Due to the arbitrary
nature of causal interpretation, any claim that the cause is less than the whole cause is
patently false.
White denies Mill's claims. It is clear that the whole Millian cause is often
infractable (112-113). Yet, statements of the sort: "A is the cause of P" are often made
with confidence. White notes tiiat if Mill were right-and smce statements of the cause
are not usually statements of the whole cause-the vast majority of causal statements
would be false (113). But of course, such a clahn goes confraiy to conversational
behavior and conventions. While White admits that tiie presence of tiie distmguishmg
feature is subject to pomt of view, he refuses to admit that causal mterpretation is an
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entfrely arbifrary process; causal hiterpretation does depend on a rule: the distinguishing
feature of the cause is statistical abnormality.
To make this clear. White borrows an example from Hart and Honore (116): A
woman's husband who has an ulcer is suffering from indigestion after eating parsnips
which are abnormal to his diet. The woman clahns that the parsnips caused her
husband's indigestion, but a physician who examines the man claims it is the ulcer that
caused the man's indigestion. White takes both the woman and the physician to be
making clahns about the decisive cause of the indigestion. Further, he holds that both the
woman and the physician are correct, but he does not believe that the causal interpretation
is capricious, as Mill would claim. Both interpretations are correct, as they both adhere to
abnormahsm (118). From the wife's point of view, the parsnips are a contributory cause
that is statistically abnormal in the history of her husband's diet. From the physician's
point of view, the ulcer is a contributory cause that is abnormal among the physician's
patients. White's pomt is that in both cases-despite the fact that the ultimate answers
differ-there is a definite process followed. Causal interpretation based on abnormalism is
not arbitrary, and if the wife and the physician were to share points of view then they
would identify the same contributory cause as the decisive cause. Confra Mill,
mdividuals are not wrong m identifying the statistically abnormal contributory cause as
the decisive cause; there is a correct non-Millian answer to "What is tiie decisive cause"
from a given point of view.
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Despite this. White claims that there is no way to identify an objective, decisive
cause that can be agreed upon by all, in all situations. The wife offers up one decisive
cause and the physician offers up another, and White claims:
[w]here the fact to be explained may be regarded as unusual in two
different ways because the behavior of the thing under inquiry may be
(truthfully) regarded as unusual m two different ways, then [there is] no
absolute ground on which to support the contention that a statement of the
cause which is arrived at when we regard the thing under inquiry in one
way is superior to that which is arrived at when we regard the thing in
another way. (124-125)
Because of this. White modifies his analysis of statements of the sort "A is the cause of
P":
A is the decisive cause of [P] from the view point ofm if and only if:
(1) A is a contiibutory cause of [P], and
(2) A is the abnormal cause-the difference maker-from the point
of view of the [agent] who regards the subject of [the] inquiry in
manner m. (126)
So, for White, "A is the cause of P" means that A is the statistically abnormal
contributory cause of P as it is seen from the pomt of view of the mdividual making the
statement. There are correct causal hiterpretations only within a given point of view, and
any disagreements as to the decisive cause which occur from different points of view are
entfrely inarbifrable.
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2.3 INUS Abnormalism
While both Mackie and White offer analyses of singular causal statements, neither
do a satisfactory job accounting for sentences of the type "A is the cause of P."^ Mackie's
theory fails in identifying the cause because it has no method by which to choose between
competing ENUS conditions. Any ENUS condition which meets his criteria could
rightfully be said to be a cause of P, but it seems that the cause goes beyond this, due to a
certain ye ne sais quoi. Mackie has no way of identifying this special something, and he
says that any claim that one of the INUS conditions is the cause is made arbitrarily. Thus,
Mackie's theory fails in identifying the difference between singular causal statements
about a cause and those about the cause.
White does provide a detailed accoimt of what is special to the cause: it is the
causal factor which is statistically abnormal. However, this special quality only exists
conditional on a given point of view, and differences that arise because of points of view
are inarbitrable. Hence, White's abnormalism does not identify the objective cause. So,
White also-tiiough for reasons different than with Mackie-fails to give an entfrely
satisfactory account of statements of the sort "A is the cause of P."
Since both Mackie and White are unable to account for statements about the
cause, h may seem that the two tiieories are useless m an hivestigation of such statements.
However, this is not the case; below, I will show how Mackie's theory of INUS

' While above such claims have been noted to make claims about the cause, 1 will
omit tiie italics and use merely "the cause." Nonetiieless, "tiie cause" should be tiiought
to refer to the one decisive cause, and I will occasionally use ''the cause" when h seems
necessary to stress that a single defmite causal factor is bemg cited.
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conditions and causal fields can be combmed witii White's abnormalism so as to-with a
little exfra machinery-provide an analysis of statements about the cause that goes far
beyond what eitiier of tiie two theories has to offer m tiiis area. To do tiiis, it is hnportant
to make clear the role each philosopher's tiieory can play in fixing the shortcomings of
the other's theory.
For White, the cause cannot be identified objectively because the statistical
regularity of causal factors varies with an agent's point of view. Yet, there seems to be an
hnportant sense m which White's "point of view" is analogous to Mackie's "causal
field." While it may seem that more than one causal field is available to me from my
point of view-I may be able to judge my indigestion as occurring within the field of my
digestive history or within the field of human digestion-it is important to note that this
commonsense reading of "point of view" is not the one promoted by White. For White,
"point of view" means something much closer to Mackie's causal field.'" While it is true
that "digestive history" and "human digestion" are different causal fields both of which
can count as my point of view, it is important to note that switching from "digestive

'° For similarities in the language used by Mackie and Whhe, note the foUowdng
statement made by White in reference to the role of point of view:
The point is that there are basic differences of mterest, basic differences in
concern and curiosity, which may lead historians to ask different
questions; and in answer to these different questions they wdll call
different things the cause of a given event. (White, 125)
And this quote from Mackie made in reference to the role of causal fields:
The question 'What causes influenza?'... may mean 'What causes
mfluenza m human bemgs m general?'.. .,[b]ut the question may mean,
'Given that mfluenza viruses are present, what makes some people
confract tiie disease whereas others do not?' (Mackie, 249)
Notp tiiat m both cases, a shift m tiie question bemg asked constitiites a shift m pomt of
view/causal field.
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history" to "human digestion" changes the way 1 view the situation; hence, h changes my
point of view. Botii are my point of view; yet, they are two different points of view that I
may hold. The mistake of considering the two views a smgle pomt of view is essentially
tiie same as considering your left and right foot to be the same. Certamly, the label "your
foof applies to both, but they are different feet nonetheless. A change m point of view
necessitates a change in causal field, and a change in causal field necessitates a change m
point of view. It seems that White's term is designed to point to the subject-relativity of
causal statements, but it must be noted that a point of view can be shared by various
agents just as it can differ within a given agent across time; this is entfrely parallel to
Mackie's causal field."
With such an overlap between White's and Mackie's theories, it is apparent how
the two theories can aid one another. If Mackie's theory can be used to eliminate the
subjectivity of causal statements in White's theory, it seems that Mackie can solve the
problem with White's theory. Likewise, if White can provide a way to identify the
special something that allows one to elevate a given INUS condition above other INUS
conditions and to the status of the cause. White can solve the problem with Mackie's
theory. And, this is just what occurs.
If White's abnormalism is applied to Mackie's theory, a given ENUS condition
can be labeled as the cause non-arbifrarily. Given all of the INUS conditions which meet
Mackie's criteria, the INUS condition v^dth the lowest statistical frequency could be seen

" Since Mackie's "causal field" and White's "pohit of view" seem to come to the
same thing, 1 am going to drop the more ambiguous "point of view" for the cleaner
"causal field."
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as the cause of P. It seems this would add sometiiing valuable and needed to Mackie's
theory. Take for example the singular causal statement "The dropped, Ih match caused
the forest fire." Accordmg to Mackie, any of the INUS conditions of the fire could serve
as "A" in "A caused the forest fire." The presence of dry leaves is an fNUS condition of
the ffre which meets Mackie's criteria, but it would be quite strange in normal situations
to claim that the presence of dry leaves is the cause of the forest ffre. The reason for this
is that Mackie's claim that any DSfUS condition can as rightfully be claimed to be the
cause as any other is quite counterintuitive.
While I may be given sfrange looks when I clahn that the presence of dry leaves is
the cause of the forest fire, there is a great chance that my claim "the dropped, lit match
was the cause of the forest fire" would be more well received. As a possible reason for
this: the lit, dropped match seems (at least in most causal fields) to be statistically
abnormal to forests, and the presence of dry leaves seems to be statistically normal to
forests. Applying White's abnormalism to Mackie's theory may provide a way to
identify-confra Mackie-the special somethdng that is had by certain INUS conditions so
that causal claims that hold them to be the cause are more palatable than causal clahns
which hold other INUS conditions to be the cause. This would mean that the extent to
which singular causal clahns of the form "A causes P" have meaning and the extent to
which a given INUS condition of P is statistically abnormal is the extent to which
statements of tiie form "A is the cause of P" can be seen as non-arbitrarily correct, ft
seems that White can help Mackie.
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For Mackie to return the favor, his theory must be able to provide some way to
remove the subjectivity from White's theory. But, this follows straight from the equation
of point of view and causal field. White holds that a causal statement about the cause is
correct only if the proposed cause is the statistically abnormal causal factor from the
subjective view pomt of the mdividual making the clahn. This subjectivity is a concern,
as we want to know what a given statement means objectively and not just what it means
to the speaker. However, it has been noted above that White's "point of view" is
essentially the same as Mackie's "causal field." This means that the relativity cited by
White is not truly subjectivity. As Mackie states, this means that a claim that A is the
cause of P is made m relation to a causal field which may be shared by various
individuals. Here, it is White's wording that leads to the feeling that causal statements
are true only subjectively. White is concerned with judgements made by particular
historians. It is not so much that the claims are true subjectively but that they are true in
relation to a given point of view that can be shared by others (even though this may be a
rarity among historians). Once the loaded term "pomt of view" is replaced with the more
neutral "causal field," h becomes clear that Mackie is correct hi claimmg causal
statements to be made relative to a given field rather than subject to a pomt of view. In
fact, this relativity is nothing more tiian that which Mackie admhs of when he claims that
a question about causation is "incomplete and partially mdeterminate" unless made
agamst the backdrop of a causal field (Mackie, 249). Hence, Mackie helps White.
The above discussion shows that the two tiieories can aid one anotiier, if they can
successfully be combmed. Yet, h does not seem initially clear how the two tiieories can
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be combmed, as Mackie's tiieory says nothmg of frequency of causal conditions and
White's tiieory says nothing about INUS conditions. The combination of the two theories
becomes clear when causal statements are seen as categorizations of the causal process in
question.
Given a causal situation, the situation must be categorized as a token of a given
type. The way the situation is categorized may vary from person to person or even within
a person across time, and categorizations are subject to the person's beliefs and needs.
For example, a forest fire could be categorized as a token of the type fire or as a token of
the type North American forest fire or any nmnber of other ways. This is just what occurs
in White's indigestion example: the wife categorizes the situation as a token of the
husband's digestive history, and the physician categorizes the situation as a token of
patients seen.
Once the causal situation has been typed in a certain way, it can be determined
what counts as part of the causal field and what coimts as a causal factor. This is done by
comparing all of the causally relevant characteristics of the token situation to the causally
relevant characteristics of the type of situation. For the token situation, the presence and
absence of characteristics is fafrly sfraight forward and can be indicated by way of binary
notation.'^ However, to specify the characteristics of the type, it seems that a frequency is
necessary. Here, there are many tokens which belong to a given type, and each of these
tokens exhibits a given characteristic set where some characteristics are present more

'^ As a quick note on "characteristic," it seems that anything that could occur as
part of a full Mackie condition of the form (AX or Y) where X and Y are complex
expressions should be considered a characteristic.
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often than otiiers. Of the characteristics tiiat are causally relevant, some will be common
and some will be rare. The disfribution of the causally relevant characteristics in the
token is, then, compared to the frequency of each characteristic m the type.
Some of the causally relevant characteristics present in the token will correspond
to those that occur absolutely in the type, some wdll correspond to those that occur
moderately m the type, and some will correspond to those that occur rarely. This
matching up of characteristics can be visualized as a chart (i.e.. Figure 2.1):
1
Type 50%
Token 0

2
35%
0

3
4
100% 40%
1
1

5
10%
1

6
25%
0

7
20%
1

8
100%
1

Figure 2.1. Causal Condhions in the Type and Token.

Here, it seems as if the characteristics that are a part of the causal field are those that are
always present m the type. This is consistent with both White's and Mackie's take on the
causal field: Mackie claims that conditions that occur as part of the causal field do not
occur contingently, e.g., asking what causes influenza in humans sets as necessary the
occurrence of influenza in humans, and hence, makes the condition of being a human part
of the causal field and not a causal factor capable of being labeled "the cause." Likewise,
White holds that fixing the causal field (e.g., the digestive history of the husband) defines
which characteristics should be thought of as absolute. Above, this means that
characteristics 3 and 8 would constitute the causal field. Typing the situation in a given
way determines which characteristics are in the causal field and eliminates them from
candidacy of "the cause." This should be intuitive, as saying that the presence of a forest
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is tiie cause of a forest fire is absolutely absurd even though its presence is an ENUS
condition in certain fields according to Mackie.'^
Once tiie causal field is fixed, the contmgent causal factors can compete for the
titie of "the cause." Any characteristic that occurs contingently m the type but is present
m tiie token is taken to be a causal factor of P. In tiie chart above, this mcludes all of the
characteristics except for 3 and 8. fri tiie case of the forest fu-e, tiie dryness of the forest
would be a causal factor of tiie fu:e. The cause is tiie causal factor which has tiie lowest
frequency within tiie type, fri the case above, the cause would be characteristic 5. This is
essentially White's abnormalism applied to the causally relevant conditions that remam
after the causal field has been defmed. This method of identifying the cause allows for
competing ENUS conditions to be chosen between. It will allow for fewer instances in
which the cause is mdeterminate than does Mackie's method. However, h does still
allow for some ties, at least theoretically, in that two characteristics that are equally
abnormal both deserve the title of "the cause."
One preliminary way to try to avoid such difficulties is to adopt and adapt
Mackie's revised definition of what is meant by "A causes P" and offer it as a definition

'^ Agahi, the distinction between a causal factor and a condition in the causal field
is important. While the condition of being a forest plays an important role in causing a
forest fire, it is stUl said to be a part of the causal field and not a causal factor. This
allows for the frequencies in the type to be set according to a specific causal field-with all
of the conditions that are a part of that field set. While there may be another causal field
where the condition of being a forest is not defined as a part of the field, in the field as
currentiy specified the condition of being a forest cannot compete for the title of the
cause, and labeling it "the cause" earns the speaker plenty of sfrange looks.
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of what is meant by "A is tiie cause of P." Givmg this a precise formulation yields the
following criteria for statements of the sort "A is the cause of P":'"
(ij a is at least an INUS condition of P in field F-tiiat is, there is a condition
which, given the presence of whatever features characterize F throughout, is
necessary and sufficient for P, and which is of one of these forms: (aX or Y), (a or

Y\aX,a.
(ii) aeT.
(iii) Vx {(xeX) ^ (xeT A [F(x) > F(a)])}.
(iv) Vy yeY 3 yfT.
Here, (iJ is just the requfrement that A be sufficient-at least when combmed with other
conditions-to produce P in a specific causal field, F. Next, (ii) is the requfrement that A
be one of the conditions that occur in the token, T. It is then requfred by (iu) that any
other conditions, x, that must occur in order for A to produce P occur in the token and that
they are less statistically abnormal in the type than is A. Finally, (iv) requires that any
other sufficient conditions, y, of P be absent m the token.
Using this formulation has a number of advantages. That is, it seems possible that
there could be a situation in which the necessary and sufficient condition for the effect in
the example above could be expressed as ((3&4&7) v (5&6&8)). In this case, if the
condition in the token with the lowest frequency in the type is identified as the cause,
there is a problem. The cause would be identified as 5, but this cannot be correct as the

'* Note that I am formulating the criteria in set theoretic notation. Because of this,
single conditions are noted as lower case letters, and sets are noted as capital letters; the
exception to this is "y," as the sufficient condition described by "y" may be a single factor
or a set of factors. This means that while the cause may appear as "A" hi the full Mackie
condition, h will appear as "a" m the criteria. The "X" and "Y" from tiie full Mackie
condition remain "X" and "Y", because they are taken to be sets of conditions no matter
whether they are empty sets, contain one member, or many members. I wdll continue to
use "A" in the body of the paper, and I will use "a" when usmg set theoretic notation.
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disjunct which could act as a sufficient condhion is not complete. That is, 6 does not
occur in the token. Therefore, if tiie adapted Mackie formulation is used, the cause is
identified as the characteristic present fri tiie token tiiat has the lowest frequency m the
type and is accompanied in the token by tiie conjunct characteristics that are requfred to
fulfill the disjimct. In the example, the cause would be characteristic 7.
So, it seems that White and Mackie can be combmed. While h is still the case
that singular causal statements are true only relative to a given causal field, the causal
field used is determined by the way the situation is categorized and not by some
subjective measure. This means that while there may not be an objective right answer,
there is a right answer, given the manner in which one categorizes the situation. This
holds true regardless of the agent making the judgement or the needs and desfres of that
individual. If two individuals (or a single hidividual at two different times) categorizes
the situation in the same way, they will give the same answer to the questions "What is
the cause of P." That is, they will give the same answer just so long as they obey
abnormahsm. It is the abnormahsm that allows for consistent judgements across agents
and times. Once the causal field is fixed, the abnormal INUS condition that occurs as
part of a complete sufficient condition of P can be identified. The combination of White
and Mackie shows that there is a right answer about questions of the cause. Mackie's
causal field removes the subjectivity from White's theory of point of view, and White's
abnormalism removes the arbifrariness from Mackie's theory of INUS conditions. The
result of this combination is a theory of the semantics of singular causal statements of the
sort "A is the cause of P."
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ft may be questioned at this pomt whether or not the theory does anythmg besides
combine two otiier tiieories. ft seems tiiat INUS abnormalism-as I will call tiie
tiieory-actually accounts well for tiie phenomena of common language use. The theory
points to a specific causal condition as the cause, and it seems that in most cases this
answer is quite mtuitive. Consider the followmg thought experiment involvmg causal
statements made at a basketball game. The Austin Always-vsdns are playmg the Lubbock
Losers. Amazingly enough, the Losers are ahead by two points vsdth four seconds to go in
tiie game. Luckily, tiie Always-wdns have tiie ball. Due to their quality ball movement,
they are able to set up Sam Superstar for a game wdnning three-point shot. Remarkably,
Sam misses the vmcontested shot. But, luck shines on those that work hard, and the
rebound comes right to Bob Benchwarmer who is standing behind the three-point line.
Bob takes a shot as the buzzer sounds, and he misses badly. The Losers are winners, and
the Austin Always-wdns face a long trip home. Now, why did Austm lose (as judged
against the field of games they have played this year)? It is a sufficient condition of the
loss that Sam miss a shot. Bob get the rebound, and Bob miss a shot. But, as the names
suggest, it is statistically normal for Bob to miss and statistically abnormal for Sam to
miss (that is, in the field of games played this year, as curiously enough Bob is amazing in
practice). Sam's miss was the cause of the Always-wms' loss. If you do not believe me
ask the team, or better yet, ask the fans. The fans will be quick to tell you that it is Sam's
fauh.
This thought experiment seems to be quite representative of common smgular
causal statements. INUS abnormalism ascribes a certain causal factor as the cause, and h
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seems tiiat tiiis accords with common mtuitions. The case of the Always-wdns is not a
tiick, it is supposed to be a run-of-the-mill occurrence. To convince you that the cause as
identified by INUS abnormalism is generally mtuitive, I could list a number of examples.
But there is no need; the examples are ubiquitous, and I will let you consider them for
yourself'^
So, it seems that the current theory is a success. It defines a non-arbitrary method
for promotfrig one causal factor over others and labels h "the cause." Further, h does so
while remaining intuitive and seemingly according with the use of singular causal
statements in common language use. Yet, while the theory does appear to be a success, it
is not incredibly difficuh to think of a situation in which ESTUS abnormalism may go
wrong. Moreover, there are very serious difficulties related to our understanding of
causation, and these serve as standing challenges for any theory that tries to account of
causal statements. Specifically, for the current project to truly be successftd it is going to
have to show where errant intuitions go wrong and offer solutions to such problems as
overdetermination and negative conditions. As a final obstacle, much of the theory turns
on the concept of a causal field, but it is unclear how causal fields are set. These issues
will be freated in chapter 3.

'^ Now, I will readily admit, and I do below, that it is easy to get your intuitions to
run confrary to INUS abnormalism. There are no doubt problematic cases, and these will
be freated m the third chapter, but I think that if everyday occurrences are picked out and
checked agafrist the tiieory then the findhigs vnll fall hi favor of INUS abnormalism, ft is
when thought experiments are designed that they be come problematic. The "But what
would be said hi this case?" situations are more difficult, as the philosophical reader tends
to be more curious than run-of-tiie-mill.

CHAPTER III
APPLICATION AND CHALLENGES

3.1 Overdetermination
Cases in which more than one sufficient condition of P occur are notoriously
problematic for theories of causation. In such cases, the effect is said to be
overdetermined, as any of the sufficient conditions could cause the effect hi absence of
the others. If all of the sufficient conditions play a role in causmg P, the lack of
parsimony seems to be metaphysically distasteful. On the other hand, if not all of the
conditions play a role in causing P, it seems impossible to identify which of the
conditions is doing the work. Intuitions generally fail in cases of overdetermination and
are therefore of no use in identifying the right answer to causal questions in such cases.
WMle the above concerns are primarily metaphysical and epistemological, the
implication of the overdetermination problem on the semantics of causal statements
should be clear. The truth and meaning of "A is a cause of P" comes into question if A is
part of a sufficient condition of P that may do no causal work in the situation in question.
Yet, it seems that those individuals that are wdlUng to make statements about the cause hi
normal situations do not shy away from making such statements hi situations of
overdetermination. The concern here is that, if INUS abnormahsm cannot account for
overdetermination, the theory poshs that common language users often say false thmgs.
The reason for this is that up to this pomt the theory allows that for each present sufficient
condition of P there is a statistically abnormal casual factor; therefore, there are two the
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causes, and hence no the cause. The theory does not allow "A is the cause of P" to be
true in cases of overdetermination. While it may not be a huge concern that common
language users say false things when they are unaware of overdetermination, it still seems
that instances in which overdetermination is knovm and yet claims about the cause are
still made are common enough to be damaging to the theory. For INUS Abnormalism to
be a successful account of singular causal statements, it must preserve the truth-or at least
justification-of most causal statements made by common language users.
With the problematic nature of overdetermination, it is a virtue of any theory to be
able to account for such cases without being overly coimter-intuitive. To evaluate the
success of the current project in accounthig for overdetermination, it must be made clear
exactiy what overdetermination means in the current theory.
As with Mackie's theory, overdetermination occurs just when two or more
sufficient disjuncts of the full Mackie condition are fidfiUed m a given mstance. In the
language of the current project, this means that all of the necessary factors for more than
one sufficient disjxmct hi the full Mackie condition are present in the token. Yet, as the
theory is presented above, h seems that in cases of overdetermination more than one
answer can be given as to which factor is the cause. That is, for each sufficient condition
there is a statistically abnormal necessary condhion which can be called the cause.
Nammg multiple factors "tiie cause" m cases of overdetermmation clearly falls short of
tiie goals of the current project. But, this initial reading does not take mto account all of
the subtleties of the issue.
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Mackie's fourth criterion-which I have adopted above-excludes
overdetermination.'^ Despite this, tiie theoretical machmery pulled from Mackie and used
above m the current project can be of some help in dealing with overdetermination.
There may be cases in which an effect seems to be overdetermined, but the
overdetermination may only be actual in some causal fields.
Imagme the case of a forest fire, in the field of "dry forests" a dropped, Ih match is
sufficient for a ffre, as is a dropped, Ih match and the presence of gasolme. If both
conditions are present then the forest fire is overdetermined, but this is only so in the
causal field of "dry forests." ff the causal field is changed to just "forests," a dropped, ht
match is not sufficient for the fire. Yet, the dropped, lit match wdth the presence of
gasoline is still sufficient. There may be apparent overdetermination caused by
misdescribing the causal field in a way that is too specific. The same problem can occur
if the causal field is described too generally. While a dropped, lit match with dry
conditions and a dropped, lit match with gasoline on the ground overdetermine the fire in
the field "forests," the fire is not overdetermined in the field "forests under four feet of
water."'^ Because of the possibility of misdescription of the causal field, there may be

'* Actually, his fourth condition states that singular causal statements of the sort
"A causes P" are true when there is no overdetermination and when there is
overdetermination but A is part of each of the present sufficient conditions of P.
However, this is an imimportant disthiction, as the following accoimt will deal
successfully with more cases of overdetermination than does Mackie's account.
' ' I am assuming here that the dropped, Ih match could combine wdth dry free tops
to cause a forest ffre but that the gasolhie on the groimd would be sufficiently diluted so
as to undermine its sufficiency. The choice of examples may not be the best, but the
pohit should be clear.
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cases in which the effect seems to be overdetermined but is in fact not. Mackie's
machinery rules out some cases of apparent overdetermination. Yet, it seems that
abnormalism will have to do most of the work to allow current project success in cases of
overdetennination.
The ability of abnormalism to deal wdtti overdetermination depends on the
concepts of a sufficient condition and the full Mackie condition. Notice that if A is
sufficient for P and B is sufficient for P, the conjunction AB is sufficient for P. Further,
by the definition of a sufficient condition, any factor that does not undermine the
sufficiency of A can be tacked onto A and yield a sufficient condition. That is, if hitting a
vase wdth a bat is sufficient to break the vase, hitting it wdth a red bat is still sufficient.'^
Here is where things start to leave a bad taste. Allowmg for such instances to count as
sufficient conditions leads to a combinatorial explosion of disjuncts m the full Mackie
condition. Even if the sufficient conditions created by tacking on anomalous, correlated
at-least-INUS conditions are ignored and only those sufficient conditions formed by
conjunction are included in the full Mackie condition, the new necessary and sufficient
condition of P will have 2''-l sufficient disjuncts where the number of sufficient disjuncts
in the necessary and sufficient condition that mcludes only what Mackie calls minhnally
sufficient conditions is n.'^ However, I do not see this as a concern. Mackie requires

'* Here, I will use "tacking" to refer to a sufficient condition tiiat is formed by just
adding an additional predicate to tiie sufficient condition, as in the bat case. 1 wdll use
"conjunction" to refer to a sufficient condition that is formed by combmmg two
conditions each of which is sufficient.
'^ As Mackie states h, mmimally sufficient conditions are those that friclude only
the factors that are necessary for the sufficiency of the condition; this excludes conditions
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each sufficient condition of P to be a minimally sufficient condition (246). But of course,
any logically sufficient condition of P contains at least one minimally sufficient condition
of P, and Mackie's criterion is met. Sfrice Mackie does not requfre the condition to be
only minhnally sufficient, his criterion can be met by a logically sufficient condition, and
yet tiie addition of logically sufficient conditions will allow INUS Abnormalism to deal
wdth overdetermination. 1 wdll say a bit more on this issue below.
ff ABC is a sufficient condition of P and ADE is a sufficient condition of P,
ABCDE is a logically sufficient condition of P. Therefore, the most abnormal factor in
ABODE can be labeled "the cause." This may be the common factor A, or h may be a
factor that occurs in only one of the sufficient conditions. If it is the common factor, the
result seems rather hituitive. Imagine that a forest fire can be caused by a dropped, Ih
match and dry conditions or a lightning strike and dry conditions, ff all three conditions
are present, there is overdetermination. ff the dry condition is the statistically abnormal

such as AB formed by conjunction of two sufficient conditions of P, as AB fricludes
factors (A for B and B for A) that are not necessary for the sufficiency of the condition
(248). The reason the new condition is larger than Mackie's condition is that this new
necessary and sufficient condition is the power set of Mackie's necessary and sufficient
conditions except that the new set does not include the empty set (as the empty set is not
sufficient for P; hence, the minus 1). It may be necessary at times to distinguish between
the full Mackie condition-which includes only Mackie's minimally sufficient conditions
of P-and what I will call the full logical Mackie condition of P-which includes all of the
sufficient conditions of P whether they are minimally sufficient or formed by the
conjunction of multiple minimally sufficient conditions. Below, I v^ll use "minimally
sufficient" for the cases intended by Mackie and "logically sufficienf for cases where the
sufficient condition is not minimally sufficient because of either tacking or conjunction.
It should be noted, however, that only the logically sufficient conditions formed by
conjunction, and not those formed by tacking, are part of the full logical Mackie
condition of P. Including the latter would lead to true combinatorial explosion resulting
hi an infinite disjunct.
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condition, it seems right to say the dry condition is the cause of the forest fire. But, in
cases of overdetermination where a condition that occurs m only one of the sufficient
conditions is the statistically abnormal condition, the answer given by abnormalism may
seem less intuitive. In the above case, if the lightning strike is the statistically abnormal
condition, it should be labeled "the cause of P." It seems unclear what intuition says in
such cases. Imagine a case in which an individual has both a lethal heart attack and a
lethal sfroke at the same time, both are sufficient for the death of the hidividual, and the
sfroke is less common than the heart attack. While abnormalism says the stioke is the
cause, I am unsure what feels right to me.
The problem here may be that the example is too artificial. It does seem that there
are cases in which the truly abnormal condition is identified as the cause. Since the
basketball thought experiment clarified things above, maybe h wdll help here.^" In a
rematch, the Austin Always-whis lose to the Lubbock Losers by 21 points. The Alwayswdns were forced to bench both Sam Superstar and Bob Benchwarmer due to curfew
violation. Sam scores exactly 20 m every game he plays and he never misses a game.
Bob scores exactly two pomts in every game he plays and he plays twice a year
(curiously, he only gets to play against the Losers). The players tiiat replaced Bob and
Sam scored no pomts. If Bob played witiiout Sam, Austin would have still lost. The
same goes for Sam playmg without Bob. Despite the overdetemuned loss, tiie fact tiiat

^° Note tiiat this is a more international reworking of the thought experiment given
by Mackie (248). I have chosen to stick with the basketball case, as h seems to be an
mtemational sport. I would hate to confuse some readers witii a less universal thought
example, of say cricket
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Sam did not play is more statistically abnormal than Bob's not playing and his absence
would be cited as the cause of the loss. Again, you can check with the Austin fans. Now,
this case may still be a little too confrived to be convincing, but smce hituitions often fail
in cases of overdetermination, I hold that the degree to which the current theory has been
shown to accord with intuition in the common cases considered above it should be seen
as guiding in cases where intuition fails.^'
It is important to be clear on what the current modification does and does not
allow. While a logically sufficient condition can be made from a minimally sufficient
condition by tacking on any condition, the condition identified as the cause still has to be
part of a minimally sufficient condition. That is, while the condition is considered part of
a logically sufficient condition when judging abnormality, each of these conditions is
built from at least one minimally sufficient condition. This means that the cause wdll
always be part of a nunimally sufficient condition of P. Further, while h may be the case
that AB is sufficient for P, CD is sufficient for P, ABC occurs, and C is the abnormal
condition, C cannot be named "the cause" unless C , AC, BC, or ABC is mmimally

^' ft could be objected here that labeling a given factor "the cause" in cases of
overdetermination is in fact always counterintuitive. While h is somewhat disturbing in
cases of overdetermination to say that tiie effect would have still occurred even if a given
sufficient condition did not occur, h is much more of a concern to say that the effect
would still occur even if the cause did not occur. There seem to be a number of possible
responses here. Ffrst, changmg the situation so that A-tiie proposed cause of P-is no
longer present but P still occurs alters the situation significantly (h changes both the token
and the type being considered), and clahning A to be the cause of P clahns that h is the
cause hi the actual situation m the actual worid (that is, as judged ushig this particular
type/token pairing), not hi some significantly altered counterfactual situation. Second, m
cases of overdetermmation we may just have to bite the counterintiiitive bullet and accept
a tiieory that is hituitive hi otiier areas to guide m situations of overdetermmation.
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sufficient for P. So, while tacking an anomalous, correlated condition onto a mmimally
sufficient condition yields a logically sufficient condition, the tacked-on condition cannot
be the cause if it is truly anomalous; that is, any conjunct from a logically sufficient
condition formed by the conjunction of minimally sufficient conditions can compete for
the label of "the cause," but not every condition in a logically sufficient condition that is
formed by tacking on some random causal factor can compete for the label of "the cause."
It should be clear that this is an issue with logically sufficient conditions and not with
overdetermination, as a logically sufficient condition formed by conjunction is a case of
overdetermination but a logically sufficient condition formed by tacking is not.
As a further note, it should not be thought that the current theory is able to deal
with all cases of overdetermination. It does, however, limit the types of
overdetermination that cannot be accounted for. There may be apparent
overdetermination, but true overdetermination can only occur when there is more than
one sufficient condition present in the correct causal field. Further, the statistically
abnormal causal factor can still be identified m an overdetemuning logically sufficient
condition. This means that the only cases of overdetermination hi which INUS
abnormahsm does not determme the cause are cases where two conditions hi the logically
sufficient condition are equally abnormal. Further, the only time m which common
language users are makfrig unjustified causal clahns are tiiose hi which the speaker
perceives there to be multiple equally-abnormal causal factors, but tiiis is the same as m
normal sitiiations. INUS abnormalism does point to a right answer about what is tiie
cause hi cases of overdetermination, and h seems tiiat-as in tiie basketball case-tiiis
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accords with common language use. If intuitions are ambiguous when judging if the
cause-as prescribed by INUS abnormalism-is actually the cause, h seems that the theory
should trump intuitions due to the fact that it accords wdth hituitions m the simple cases
where intuitions are commonly trusted.
With it having been shown that the currerit theory can give sensible answers as to
what counts as the cause when the effect is overdetermined, it sees that the current theory
is sfrengthened. Yet, dealing with overdetermination requfres modifying the above
account of statements of the form "A is the cause of P." Above, the fourth criterion (iv)
appears as:
Vy yeY 3 ycT.
This criterion should be reformulated to better accoimt for cases of over determination:
(ivj Vy Vi {[(yeY A yeT) A (iey A i#a)] 3 [F(i) > F(a)]}.2^
This new formulation essentially says that either every sufficient condition, y, in the set
of all competmg sufficient conditions, 7, other than tiie one m which A appears is absent
from the token, T, or the effect is overdetermined but every conjunct, /, m the logically
sufficient condition, y, is less statistically abnormal m the type than is A. By modifyhig
the criteria m the manner stated, INUS abnormalism can account for ahnost all cases of
overdetermination.

2^ Again, while set theoretical formulation uses capital letters for sets and lower
case for individuals, "y" represents one of the sufficient disjuncts of the set of sufficient
disjuncts Y. As such, y may be a sufficient condition of P or h may be a conjunction of
various INUS-conditions, /.
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3.2 Negative Conditions
Just as with overdetermination, negative conditions and the role they play in
causal processes act as common stumblmg blocks for many theories of causation. It
seems that negative conditions often act as causes. Yet, negative conditions are
epistemically ornery, because they are not as salient as positive conditions. Further, it
seems that negative conditions are ubiquitous (notice, just now you are not blind, not
dead, and not bored just to mention a few). It is a metaphysical concern that some
negative conditions play a role in causation and yet others seem to be inefficacious
"conditions" pidled out of thin afr. A full theory of causal statements should be able to
account for the ability of common language users to identify negative conditions as
playing a role in causation and for those language users to be unphased by the ubiquity of
such conditions.
Consider the following: there is a house ffre P caused by the combination of a
short cfrcmt A, the presence of flammable material B, and the absence of a sprinkler
system C. Here, ABC is sufficient for P. The role of the negative condition C depends
on the frequency disfribution of the conditions hi houses. If A is the statistically
abnormal condition, h is the cause and C is merely a causal factor. If C is the statistically
abnormal condition, h is tiie cause of P. Either way, INUS abnormalism-as h has been
presented above-is unable to account for tiie causal role played by the negative condition.
However, notice that Mackie allows for his full Mackie condhion to contam both
positive and negative conditions (246). Yet up to now, tiie presence of a negative
condition m the token can only be presented as an absence of a positive condhion.
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Likevdse, the type-as described above-only contains frequencies for positive conditions
(see Figure 3.1):

A
Type 10%
Token 1

B

c

100%

0%
0

1

Figure 3.1. Negative Conditions: Short Cfrcuit Correctly Identified as the
Cause.

This case shows A as the cause, because it, the short cfrcuit, is statistically abnormal.
But, rather than including C, C is excluded. This seems problematic.
Consider the case in which short cfrcuits are common and sprinkler systems are
very common (see Figure 3.2):

A
Type 50%
Token 1

B
100%

1

C
90%
0

Figure 3.2. Negative Conditions: Short Cfrcuh Incorrectiy Identified as the
Cause.

Here agam, the theory identifies A as the cause, but h is more statistically
abnormal hi titis case to lack a sprinkler than h is to have a short circuit; hence, a
problem.
A possible solution to this is to require that each condition appear m the
type as h does m tiie fitil Mackie condition. If ABC is a sufficient disjunct m tiie
fiill Mackie condition tiien the frequency of C and not C should appear m tiie type
(see Figure 3.3):
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A
Type 50%
Token 1

B
100%

1

C
10%
0

Figure 3.3. Negative Conditions: Lack of Sprinkler as the Cause with the
Frequency of the Negative Condition Noted in Type.

Now, if it is allowed that an absence in the token that corresponds to a negative condition
be allowed to compete for the label of "the cause," C can rightfully be identified as the
cause.
But, this will not work; there is no reason to assume that the full Mackie condhion
will not include a condition as both positive and negative. Imagme the foUowing
sufficient condition of tiie house fire: (ABC v ABCD). Here, D is the presence of hoses
that siphon the water from the sprinkler and out the window. In this case, C and C are
both present in tiie full Mackie condition.^^ Yet, h seems unnecessary for the frequencies
of both the presence and absence of such conditions to appear m tiie type when domg
calculations for abnormalism.
Instead, only positive conditions should be mcluded in the type, but hi cases hi
which a negative condition occurs m tiie present sufficient disjunct, the frequency
considered by abnormalism should be tiie mverse of tiie frequency of tiie positive
condition hi the type (see Figure 3.4):

23fricases where botii a condition and its negation appear m afiiUMackie
condition, the fiill logical Mackie condition will be smallertiian 2°-l when tiiere are n
members of tiie fiill Mackie condition. This is because, if C and BC are sufficient
disjuncts m tiie fiill Mackie condition, tiie fiiU logical Mackie condition will not contam
CBC; for, no condition can occur shnultaneously with hs negation.
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A
Type 50%

B

C
60%

100%

D
45%

Figure 3.4. Negative Conditions: Lack of Sprinkler as the Cause wdth
Negative Condhion as the Inverse of the Frequency of a Positive
Occurrence.

Here, if ABC occurs and is a sufficient condition then the cause is C, as the mverse of the
frequency of C (l-60%=40%) is less tiian the 50% of A. If ABCD occurs and is a
sufficient condition then D is the cause because the 45% of D is less than the 60% of C
and the 50% of A. This seems to allow the theory to account for the causal role of
negative conditions; if a negative condition is part of a minimally sufficient condition, the
condition is absent in the type, and all other conditions are present (or absent in the case
of other negative conditions) then the negative condition can compete for the label of "the
cause."
It also seems that this method of accounting for negative conditions can further
benefit the theory. Consider the first example of the house fne from above (see Figure
3.5):

A
Type 10%
Token 1

B
100%

1

C
0%
0

Figure 3.5. Negative Conditions: Negative Conditions as Part of the Causal
Field.
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Smce B occurs absolutely in the type, it is part of the causal field and does not compete
for "the cause." But, it also seems tiiat the absence of sprinklers C should be considered
part of the causal field, as they are always absent in the type. 1 have yet to account for the
presence of negative conditions in the causal field. Yet, it seems that negative conditions
are often part of causal fields, e.g., what is the cause of lung cancer in those who do not
smoke? Since smoking will he~ex hypothesi-ahsent in all tokens, tiie frequency to be
considered when making abnormalist calciUations is 1-0% or 100%. This allows a
negative condition to be included in the causal field. The theory of INUS abnormalism
does seem to be able to count negative conditions as part of the causal field, as causal
factors, or as the cause, and this seems to sfrengthen the theory.
Despite this apparent success, the ubiquity of negative conditions may still cause a
problem for the current project. Why are some negative conditions noted m the type and
others are not? Further, h seems that almost any condition can be described as a negative
condition, e.g., the positive condition of bemg dead is the same as the negative condition
of being not ahve. The current modification of the tiieory is not a vfrtue, if either h leads
to a computational explosion by multiplying conditions in the type beyond need or in the
token beyond epistemic fractability, or if h leads to an indetermmacy of whether a
conditions should be viewed as negative or poshive. However, this does not seem like a
real concern.
While negative conditions may be much more ubiquitous tiian positive condhions,
positive conditions are themselves everywhere, and tiie great amount of positive
conditions did not threaten the theory witii mfractability when h was formulated above.
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Hie reason for tins is tiiat most positive conditions and most negative conditions will be
part of tiie causal field. While it is true of the house fire eariier that h is necessary for the
house not to be underwater, any case m which tiiere is mterest m tiie cause of a house fire
will be cases in which the house is not underwater. Therefore, tiie negative condition
"not underwater" should be a part of tiie causal field along with "not end of worid," "not
nuclear explosion," "not 2,000 BCE," etcetera. Further, it need not be a concern that the
ubiquity is befrig shoved off to tiie causal field, as the causal field is rarely if ever fiilly
specified. So, it seems tiiat the ubiquity is not a problem for the current theory.^"
Of course, there is still the fact that negative conditions are epistemically ornery.
While a shnple survey of a situation can catch most present positive conditions, h may
miss even causally relevant negative conditions. Human epistemology is Ihnited m that
we have frouble noticmg what is not there. This means that it may be easy to know of a
sufficient condition that consists of only positive conditions and quite difficuh to know of
a sufficient condition that includes negative conditions. This is a concern. The truth of
"A is the cause of P" turns partially on the fact that A is at least a part of a sufficient
condition of P. But, if negative conditions are difficult to detect, there may be times in
which a negative condition is present but is not recognized. Moreover, there may be
^'^ Ubiquity may still be seen as a concem, as there are intractably many conditions
present in any given token. Yet, common language users are still able to make causal
claims. This seems to entail that they are able to deal witii what seems to be an
intractable number of conditions. This will be treated partially below, as some conditions
are naturally and appropriately ignored. But even this turns on the abihty to specify a
causal field. Since it has often been claimed that causal fields are not explicitly specified
there is still a problem. The implicit specification of causal fields wdll be freated in
section 3.3.1 below. I thank Robert Rupert for pomthig out that the sheer number of
conditions in a given token present a problem to the current theory.
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tunes m which an effect is overdetermined, but tiie second sufficient condition is not
recognized due to h being made up partially of negative conditions. Again, it seems as if
common language users are fafrly successfiil in makfrig causal statements, so tiiere must
be a way for the tiieory to account for tiie epistemic difficulty of negative conditions.
Yet, tiiere are two reason that this is not a concem for INUS abnormalism. Ffrst,
the tiieory is about tiie semantics of causal statements not about the epistemology of
causation. Because of tiiis, tiie tiieory is capable of clahnmg hnmunity to titis issue and
can just accept any epistemic theory that is able to make headway with tiie problem. But,
I will not disntiss the issue so easily. The second reason tiiat tiie epistemic difficulty of
detecting negative conditions is not tiiat worrisome is that tiie theory can make some
headway with the issue on its own.
Once a token is observed hi the type that includes a given condition, that
condition can be taken into account by the theory. This means that negative conditions
wdll be hard to account for in cases where the condition has always been absent. But, in
such cases the conditions should be placed in the causal field and can be done so
implicitly. So, it is not necessary to notice negative conditions tiiat are always negative
conditions. Rather, only the conditions that are absent but occur in the type contingentiy
must be noticed. Once a positive condition has been noticed, its absence can be noticed.
So, while it may be difficult to notice a negative condition if it is not a salient absence of
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a somethnes-present-condition, such a condition need not be noticed and can just be
shunted off to the causal field.^'
While this theory cannot handle all of the problems caused by negative conditions,
h has made some headway. Because of this, the above stated criteria should be restated to
account for negative conditions. However, it does not seems necessary to modify the
current formulation of the criteria. Rather, it should be understood that all of the sets-X,
Y, Z-noted in the criteria can consist of a mixture of positive and negative conditions.
While a negative condition in the full Mackie condition is noted as C above, any notation
of a condition-i, a, x, y-in the criteria of singular causal statements should be thought to
represent either a positive or negative occurrence. This means that a in criteria
(u)-aGT-can represent the absence of a sprinkler system in the token. It also means that
F(i) must be calculated differently dependmg on whether i represents a positive or a
negative condition. When / is a positive condition F(i) is just the frequency of i in the
type; when i is a negative condhion F(i) is the inverse of the frequency of/ in the type.
Despite these complications, the current formulation of the criteria is sufficient to capture
the truth conditions of singular causal statements.

2^ As noted above, the success of this turns on the abihty of tiie causal field to be
specified. Section 3.3.1 wdll confront this.
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3.3 Context. Indeterminacv. and False Statement.*;
ft seems possible at this point to conclude my work on INUS abnormalism and
walk away witii a sense of accomplishment. The current tiieoiy accounts for what others
cannot, hooks up witii intiiitions, deals with negative conditions, and avoids
overdetermmation. The problem witii tins is tiiat eveiytiung done so far has tiimed-m
one place or anotiier-on the specification of a causal field. There is a right answer as to
what is tiie cause in relation to a specific causal field. The answer is mtiiitive in relation
to a specific causal field. The ubiquity of negative conditions-and all conditions for that
matter-is not a unconcern, because tiiey are shoved off to a causal field. And while
overdetermination is mostly avoided by abnormalism, the abnormal factor can only be
identified in relation is a specific causal field. There needs to be an explanation of
exactly how causal fields are specified.
This problem can be broken down into a number of separate issues, each of which
must be confronted. Ffrst, a singular causal statement has determinate meaning only if
there is a single determinate causal field specified. Second, the truth of a singular causal
statement turns on the frequencies within the type which can only be fixed by specifying a
causal field. These two issues imply a thfrd problem in that speakers understand the
meaning and truth-conditions of their own causal statements only if they are aware of the
causal field being used. Finally, in order for listeners to understand truth-conditions and
evaluate the truth value of the singular causal statements of speakers they must be able to
make judgements from the same causal field against which the statement is made.
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The first problem tiims on the ability of tiie speaker to make a judgement from a
specific causal field, whether the speaker knows which causal field this is or not. The
meanmg of a smgular causal statement does not tiim on the ability of the speaker or
listeners to understand the causal field being used just that there be one. For there to be
meaning h is only requfred that an ideal speaker/hearer be able to exfract meaning from
the statement. Here, "ideal speaker" is meant to refer to a speaker who is aware of all of
her beliefs explicitiy and completely understands the impact of context on the current
situation and the statement being made. Below, I wdll refer to this problem as the
problem of meaning.
The second problem concems the truth of singular causal statements, and this
turns not only on the specification of a causal field but the accordance of the speaker's
subjective frequencies with the actual objective frequencies m the type.^* Again, this
does not requfre that the speaker be aware of such accordance, just that such an
accordance exist.^^ ft is a concem if speakers commonly say false things. So, there needs
to be an explanation of how subjective frequencies often accord with objective
frequencies. 1 will refer to this issue as the problem of truth.
The thfrd concem stated above is tiiat, in order for speakers to imderstand the
meaning and trutii-conditions of tiieir statements, they must be able to recognize the

2^ While "frequency" is generally thought to be refer to objective percentages, I
will use "subjective frequency" in place of the cumbersome "subjective approximation of
the objective frequency in the type."
" Granted, h is hard to conceive of a speaker making a singular causal statement
without at least believing tiiat tiie frequencies accord. Though, h is possible that a
speaker make such a statement m jest or deception which is actually a true statement.
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causal field used and tiie accordance of tiiefr subjective frequencies wdtii objective
frequencies. As noted above, it may be possible for singular causal statements to be
meanhigfiil and tiiie witiiout tiie speakers of such statements recognizmg this to be the
case. Of course, it would be a concem if speakers rarely had access to the meaning and
tiiitii value of tiiefr causal statements. Smce speakers at least appear to understand most
of tiieir causal statements and when such statements are true, there needs to be an
explanation of how speakers can be aware of the causal field they are using to make a
causal clahn as well as whetiier or not their judgements of the frequencies in the type-as
fixed by causal field specification-are correct. I v^U refer to this issue as the problem of
access.
The final problem cited above is the most demanding. For listeners to imderstand
the meaning and truth value of singular causal statements, they must not only recognize
the causal field against which the clahn is made but thefr subjective frequencies must also
accord wdth objective frequencies. For a true causal claim to be made and understood as
true, the frequencies of speaker and listener must not only accord wdth one another but
also with objective frequencies within the causal field being used. Since common
language users seem to get along fafrly well in conversations about causation, an
explanation is needed of how listeners can recognize the causal field used by the speaker
without such a causal field being fully and exphcitiy specified. I will refer to this as the
problem of understandability. These four problems are subsumed under larger problem
headings: the problems that concem meaning fall within the problem of causal field
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specification and tiie problems that concem truth fall under the problem of subjective
frequencies which is itself related to the problem of causal field specification.
Without explahung how smgular causal statements can be made against a specific
causal field, the tiieory has accomplished nothing. And yet, it has been stated multiple
times that causal fields are not specified explicitly or fully. As h turns out, this is just one
part of a larger problem. As the theory is stated, there are a great number of things
entailed by singular causal statements, of which a specific causal field is only one. It
seems unclear that common language users are aware of such entaihnents. To solve the
causal field problem it must be explamed how common language users deal with the
multiple entailments of thefr causal claims.
It seems that the common language user is fafrly successful at communicating.
When individuals say "A is the cause of P," they can, when pressed, explain what they
mean-even ff they do not do so in the terms of INUS abnormalism or any formal theory.
Common language users also tend to understand one another even when they do not
explicitly explain what is meant by thefr causal claims. This becomes more interesting as
the statements made become more elliptical. This is a great concem, because the current
theory claims that statements of the form "A is the cause of P" are quite dense. For INUS
abnormalism to have real currency, h must be able to explain how highly elliptical causal
statements are able to impart determinate meaning with a determmate truth value.
According to the theory, there are five main things communicated by "A is the
cause of P." Ffrst, h is meant tiiat A-eitiier by hself or m conjunction with otiier causal
factors-is capable of bringmg about P (This from (iJ above). Second, h is claimed tiiat A
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caused P in a specific causal field F (from (iJ); this is where tiie number of problems
included in tiie problem of causal field specification come into play . Third, it is claimed
tiiat A occurred m tiie spoken of case (from (u)). Fourth, the speaker clahns that every
otiier condition that is required for A to be able to cause P occurred in tiie spoken of case
(from (iii)). Fmally, h is meant that A is less common tiian any other factor that helped
cause P (from (iii) and (ivj); tiiis is where tiie number of problems included m the
problem of subjective frequencies come into play.^* This seems like a tall order indeed:
such content packed into a shnple causal statement. Now, h should be clear that it is not
requfred that the speaker be explicitly aware of what is entailed by the causal clahn, but h
should be the case that, if pressed, the speaker would assent to all of the above claims
entailed by the elUptical causal statement. This is still a tall order.
I take it to be the case that the first and third claims above would be accepted
vdthout confroversy among the vast majority of common language speakers. That is, it
does not seem that people make causal claims without understanding that such claims
entail the belief that A is capable, at least with help, of producing P. In fact, it seems that
this is close to what is often offered by common language users as a definition of
causation. As such, the entailment should be clear not only to the speaker but to any
listeners. Further, it seems hard to conceive of anyone making a causal claim and also
being willing to claim that A did not occur in the instance in question. It also seems that
all listeners are aware that anyone making a causal claim would assent to the fact that A

2* Note that there are also certain claims made about overdetemunation, but these
have been freated above and will be ignored here.
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was present. Despite this, h seems less clear that the remaming clahns entailed by
singular causal claims are readily recognized by common language users.^'
Saymg that A is the cause of P entails that all of the factors requfred for A to be
able produce P are present, but it is not clear whether this would readily be assented to by
common language users. Certainly, it is not the case that the speaker always knows the
exact necessary causal factors. But, it must at least be understood that any causal factors
that must be paired with A so as to produce P-whatever these causal factors are, if there
be any-had to be present. It does seem that common language users will readily admit
that if P occurs then every factor requfred to produce P must have occurred. This of
course rules out those that may believe imcaused things occur, but I will-I think
rightfully—ignore any such individuals. Now, it does seem tautological to say that if P
occurs then P was caused, but it seems to be an innocent enough tautology. Ideally,
speakers should know the actual causal law, say "if ABC then P." But, as Mackie notes,
h is sufficient that they just know "if AX then P" without knowmg exactiy what, if
anything, is mcluded m X. And, h does seem that causal statements are often offered,
accepted, and xmderstood when nothmg more than "if AX then P" is known.^"
The remainmg two clahns seem to be more problematic, as this is where the
majority of the issues with meanfrig, tioith, access, and understandability come into play.

2' These issues hnpact the problems of access and understandability shghtly. Yet,
1 take such an hnpact to be frivial, and the truly problematic issues with accessmg and
understanding meaning and truth-value remain.
3° Again, this issue impacts the problems of access and understandability sUghtly,
but again leaves the main issues untouched.
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As Mackie notes, "A is tiie cause of P" is mdetermmate unless h is made against the
backdrop of a causal field, but causal fields are rarely if ever fully stated. Further,
judgements about abnormality can only occur and be checked for accuracy against the
backdrop of a specific causal field. This problem conflicts with the obsen^ed actions of
common language users. Such users make statements with confidence of thefr truth,
meaning, and understandability. An explanation is needed. It seems the requirement that
unstated causal fields be consistently and correctiy recognized and that subjective
probabilities accord wdth reality as well as the subjective probabilities of other common
language users is a lot to ask of the folk, and it is undesfrable to offer a theory of the
semantics of causal statements that holds only in ivory towers (if the requfrements are not
too high even there).
Since the problem wdth causal fields seems to be prior to the frequency
problem-that is, since a misimderstanding of causal field wrecks the meaning of causal
statements to such a degree that there is nothing left for the frequency problem to vex-1
wdll freat causal fields first. Once I have made some headway hi dealing wdth the causal
field problem, 1 will go on to accoimt for the frequency issue.

3.3.1 Context and Causal Fields
There is a conflict that must be resolved. Above I have claimed, in accord vvdth
Mackie, that sfrigular causal statements do not have a determmate meaning unless they
are made agafrist a specific causal field. I have also pointed out, again wdth Mackie, that
causal fields are rarely if ever fully specified. Yet, h seems that common language users
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make meanmgfiil statements which both tiiey and many listeners understand as
meaningful. Something has to give.
Note that there are a number of levels of success that can be had by a solution to
the causal field problem. Minimally, the tieatment can maintain the meaning of smgular
causal statements by accounting for how an ideal speaker could recognize the causal field
being used and exfract meaning from the statement. More successful is a treatment that
explains how speakers have access to the causal field being used and have access to the
meaning of thefr statements. Most successful is a tieatment that is able to explain how
listeners recognize the causal field that is used by the speaker of a given singular causal
statement. These levels of success correspond to offering solutions to the problem of
meaning, the meaning half of the problem of access, and the meaning half of the problem
of understandability, respectively. It seems reasonable to demand success at the lower
levels and excuse some problems at the higher levels. That is, it is more of a concem for
a theory to claim that people often make meaningless statements than it is for a theory to
say that singular causal statements may not always be understood by listeners.
To make ft clear that there are real issues here, consider the requirement that all
singular causal statements be made against the backdrop of a causal field. It does seem
that the requirement of a causal field is necessary. "Parsnips is the cause of indigestion"
has one meaning in relation to a certain causal field, e.g., the digestive history of the
person in question. The same statement has an entfrely different meaning in relation to
other causal fields, e.g., the field of all humans. Further, smce "A is the cause of P" is
thought to be elliptical for "A is tiie cause of P in F," h does seem that singular causal
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statements lack detemtinate meanfrig in cases where there is no specific causal field
against which the claim is made. With this being tme in general, it is also hue as a
requfrement for access and understandability.
Yet, it remafris a fact that causal fields are not generally specified. Common
language speakers rarely say such titings as "The short cfrcuh is the cause of the fire,
when we consider the fne as an instance of house fires among the houses on this block."
And even these awkward statements do not completely specify the causal field, and may
not even specify all of the relevant factors in the causal field: it has been noted above that
it is impossible to include everything in the causal field explicitly, e.g., it may be that
there needs to be a time index specified, but this is not done even in the previous
statement. These facts, combined wdth the success of common language users, make the
tension noted above quite real.
It seems that the solution here is to think that the causal field is specified
hnplicitly via context. It seems clear that context plays an important role hi common
language. Every use of a pronoun is a case of context determining meaning. Change the
precedhig noun and you change the meaning of the pronoun's sentence. Further, a
sentence can be pulled out of any story or article and placed sfrategicaUy m another and a
new meaning is bad-note political commercials. Further, conversations commonly
mcluded statements like "Hey, look at the dude." ff such a sentence is said in a crowd, h
is prima facie, indeterminate. Yet, if there is a naked man with hafr aflame in front of the
speaker and hearer, h is quite certam that the correct person will be attended to. This will
be the case even if the "dude" is salient in less interesting ways. Context plays an
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unportant role fri common language use, and tiiere have been some attempts to account
for such a role (See Horgan.and Lewis).^'
While, ft would be ideal to offer up a robust, detailed tiieory of the role of context
in singular causal statements and INUS abnormahsm, this is not the goal of the current
project. Because of this, I wdll make some suggestions about how context may help
determine the meaning of singular causal statements by specifying the causal field ideally,
to the speaker, and to the listeners. Along the way, I wdU try and make h clear that even if
my suggestions are not correct there is some role for context to play hi determining the
causal field being used, and any theory that comes along to account for this can
supplement my theory.
The reason that "Hey, look at the dude" is understood to refer to the naked,
flaming guy in a large crowd is that common language users are quite charitable. People
assume, ceteris paribus, that fellow common language speakers say meaningful and true
things.3^ In the case of singular causal statements, it seems that if a speaker claims "The
ulcer is the cause of the indigestion," rather than concluding that something

3' Lewis, David. "Scorekeeping in a Language Game," in Philosophical Papers.
Vol I, pp. 233-249. Oxford University Press: New York. (1983).
All references to Lewis are to this work.
Horgan, Terrence. "Causal Compatibilism and the Exclusion Problem," hi Theoria. Vol
16, pp. 95-116.(2001).
All references to Horgan are to this work.
32 Note that while this section is primarily concemed wdth meaning, 1 will often
times speak of the trutii of a statement. This is because meaning and tiiith are too closely
intertwmed to separate; changing the truth of a statement changes its meanmg-at least to
the ideal speaker/listener-and changmg its meaning changes what is requfred for the
statement to be true.
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false/meanmgless is said, listeners charitably switch to a causal field where tiie statement
is tiue and meaningfiil. David Lewis makes a similar observation.
Lewis notes tiiat when a speaker clahns "All of Fred's children are asleep," tiie
claim is only true if Fred has children (Lewis, 234). Nonetheless, the speaker does not
state tiiat Fred has children, but tiie listener is charitable and assumes that the
statement-and everytiiing entailed by it-is tme. This leads Lewis to posh a Rule of
Accommodation for Presupposition:
ff at tune t something is said tiiat requires presupposhion P to be
acceptable, and if P is not presupposed just before t, then-ceteris paribus
and within certam limits-presupposition P comes mto existence at t. (234)
Common language users want to be around those that say frue and meanfrigful things, and
they make accommodations so as to maintain the tmth of statements made by
hiterlocutors.33

^3 Throughout this section, I wiU speak primarily about the problem of
understandability, as I take h that success at tiiis highest level, for the most part, entails
success at the lower levels. Certafrdy, h is possible for there to be instances in which the
meaning-as perceived by the ideal listener-of the statement being made is understood by
a listener but the speaker does not have access to the statement's meaning, e.g., the
speaker says "Hey, look at the dude" and speaks of some slightly salient individual hi the
crowd and yet because of context the statement rightfully means and is recognized by the
listener to mean "Hey, look at that dude fixing to stab you." In this case, the speaker has
her head in the clouds and is unaware that the context of the situation entails a given
meaning to the statement to which she is unaware. In such cases, the speaker knows what
she means by the speech act but does not know what such a statement is seen as meaning
for an ideal listeners, and the actual listener-in behig more aware of his surroundings than
is the speaker-benefits by the fortuitous fact that the speaker's misunderstanding of the
situation happens to match up to the actual situation m some valuable way. Further, 1
take it that in most cases in which a listener can be said to recognize the causal field being
used, the speaker can-when pressed-also identify the causal field intended, and an ideal
speaker will have an even easier time. While there may be some problem cases, I take it
that success at the highest level entails success-at least most of the time-at the lower
levels.
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ft seems that a shnilar rule can be given for contextual determination of causal
fields. I will call tiiis the Rule of Accommodation of Causal Field for Presupposition:
If a sfrigular causal statement is made that requfres causal field F to be
presupposed m order to be successful, and if F is not afready set as tiie
causal field, then-ceteris paribus and within certam limhs-F is set as the
causal field.^''
This may not always determine a specific causal field, but it does seem that h will always
rule out some causal fields, namely, those hi which the speaker's clahn is clearly
unjustified. There may be multiple causal fields in which the speaker's clahn that A is
the cause of P-that is, that A is the statistically abnormal factor-is justified. In such
cases, there will not be a single causal field specified by way of this rule of
accommodation, and the causal claim will not have a determinate meaning.
This may not be too problematic, as there may be other rules to help determine the
causal field of a given statement. One such candidate is saliency. The causal field for
"The ulcer is the cause of the indigestion" is fairly obviously patients, if the statement is
made in a room wdth a number of X-rays of various patients being examined. This seems
similar to another case cited by Lewis. If the statement "Hey, look at the dude" is made
and the listener attends to the naked, flaming individual, h is still possible for the
listener's attention to be switched by tiie further clahn "Watch out for that dude" when
someone is running dfrectly at the Ustener. This swdtch m attention is due to a swdtch hi

^"^ Here "successfiil" should be tiiought of as a placeholder. The success in
question wdll vary depending on whether one is asking about truth, meaning, access,
understandability, or a combination of these. In some of these cases the accommodation
wdll have to be made by the speaker, tiie listener, a hypothetical ideal speaker, or a
combination of these.
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tiie saliency of "dudes." Hence, Lewis poshs a Rule of Accommodation for Comparative
Saliency in which tiie saliency of things are changed so as to maintain the truth of a given
statement (242). Likewise, h seems that tiie appropriate causal field for a given causal
statement can be partially determined because of saliency. The Rule of Accommodation
of Causal Field for Comparative Saliency says:
If a singular causal statement requires, if it is to be successful, that causal
field F be more salient, and if F is not the current causal field, then-ceteris
paribus and within certain Ihnits-F is set as the causal field.^'
An example of a situation in which the rule of accommodation of causal field for
comparative saliency may be appealed to in order to specify the causal field in use will be
considered below, but consider first another way context can help determine causal fields.
The recognized or assumed shared background knowledge of interlocutors could
help determine a causal field for both the speaker and the listener. In cases in which the
interlocutors share an expertise or have a common history, recognition of this fact may
allow for the appropriate causal field to be easily specified by the speaker and easily
recognized by the Hstener. Two farm boys who know each other to have always lived on
chicken farms may speak of flightiessness befrig the cause of premature death hi a given
35'

ff it is not entfrely clear what sahency means here, h sees that it would requfre
the type to more closely match the current token. Consider the following:
-"The parsnips are the cause of the indigestion."
-"No, the ulcer is the cause of the indigestion."
-"No, the parsnips are the cause of his mdigestion."
-"Oh, yeah"
As a further note, while the rule for presupposition is implemented by tiie Ustener,
h should be noted that both the speaker and listener should be aware of other rules of
accommodation. That is, the speaker will have to be aware that the presence of a
sfreakfrig, aflame hidividual will change tiiere referent of tiie to-be-spoken pronoun and
must accommodate accordingly.
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chicken witii a certafri disease, but h will be clear to both speaker and listener that the
causal field is birds seen around the farm and not all birds.^^ I take it that-<iespite their
speech-neitiier of tiie farm boys believe tiiey are making/hearing a statement about the
chicken as a mean representative of all birds; farm boys and other common language
users are generally fafrly aware of tiiefr epistemic Ifrnitations, whetiier they wiU admit
them or not. This seems to suggest a Rule of Accommodation of Causal Field for Shared
Background Knowledge:
If there is shared background knowledge that allows for a specific causal
field F to be specified, and if F i s not the current causal field, then-ceteris
paribus and within certain Ifrnits-Fis set as the causal field.^'
If the interlocutors do not recognize any shared background knowledge, they may
accommodate to some more general or mean causal field.^^

3^ I thank Robert Rupert for this example.
^' ft may be a concem that these various rules of accommodation could at times
conflict. It could be the case that the rule for background knowledge points to one causal
field while sahency points to another. It seems that what is needed here is a hierarchy
such that certain rules trump others when there is conflict. Though additional thought is
needed to construct such a hierarchy, my intuition seems to suggest that the mle for
presupposition should trump the rale for saliency which should tramp the rale for
background knowledge. However, it also seems that there are situations in which the
order can be reversed, ff a listener sees a sahent event that would point the causal field in
one dfrection and notices shared background knowledge that points to a different causal
field, saliency would normally rule; yet, if the hstener is quite certain that the speaker is
aware of the shared background and quite certain that the speaker is unaware of the
salient event, background knowledge rales. This may be nothing more than the rule for
presupposition at work, but it seems that a full account of the rules of accommodation
would requfre not only a hierarchy but some method of weighting the rales based on
certainty. Nonetheless, I vdll continue with a mere sketch of this larger picture and
postpone drawdng the complete picture.
3* I take it that there will be two main forces at work in such cases. Ffrst, it seems
that there will be some general, default level of causal field specification which is
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These rules seem to pomt to a context determined dfrection of accommodation.
Consider the following conversation between two physicians who are discussing the
indigestion case. Physician 1 says "The ulcer is the cause of the indigestion." Physician
2 responds by saying "Helicobacter pylori is the problem." Now, it may seem that the
two physicians are in disagreement, but that is not the case. The causal field of patients is
specified by the speaker and recognized by the listener because of the rale of
accommodation of causal field for background knowledge, and from this ulcers are
identified as the cause of the indigestion. Once this is established, the rale of
accommodation of causal field for comparative sahency steps m and demands
accommodation to a more specific causal field: the second physician-now the
speaker-recognizes that a more specific causal field is now requfred and sets the causal
field accordfrigly; the fust physician recognizes both the saliency requfrement and the
presupposition requfrement to swdtch fields and does so accordingly, hi the causal field
patients with ulcers, Helicobacter pylori is the cause of the indigestion, as h is the

determmed by the biological history of tiie human species. That is, ff a predator is typed
as a movmg thing or as a tiger with unusually yellow hafr and broken canfrie tootii on the
right side tiien tiie typfrig is gomg to lead to problems m a state of nature. There seem to
be certam levels of categorization-and hi tum certain levels of causal field
specification-for smgular causal statements tiiat are more valuable in a state of natiire
than are others, ft seems that such levels will often act as the defauh. The second force
present seems to be an assumption by both tiie speaker and hstener tiiat thefr exposure to
the worid is fafrly representative. The combmation of tiiese forces-which I wiU not label
as accommodation rales but rather defaults to be accommodated away from-seem to
allow for a fafr, ff not overly friformative, level of understandmg among most mdividuals.
Certamly tiiey vsdll not always lead to success, because either the sittiation is not one often
found in natiore or because one or more of tiie parties involved lack tiie mean experience.
Nonetiieless, when this does work, h holds for meanmg, access, and understandability. I
tiiank Joe Long for bringmg tiie hnportance of a biological defauh level of categorization
to my attention.
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statisticalfy abnormal causal factor hi tiie newly assigned causal field.^' These rales of
accommodation combine so as to determme implicitiy and contextiially what causal field
is bemg used for each of the causal clahns. This conversation seems to be a fafr example
of common language use, and yet the accommodation occurs smoothly and context
allows for each smgular causal statement to have a determmate meanmg.
The above rules seem to give examples of how context can help determine causal
fields and m tum determme the meaning of smgular causal statements. Terrence Horgan
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ft has been brought to my attention by Robert Rupert and Mark Webb that there
may be a problem here. It seems that if ulcers are statistically abnormal and H. pylori is
the abnormal realizer of ulcers in humans, H. pylori would be more statistically abnormal
than ulcers. Hence, the fu-st physician was wrong when claiming ulcers to be the
problem. Yet, I still take the conversation to be indicative of common language use.
There are a number of things going on. I take it that there can be a causal field specified
such that the ulcer and not H. pylori is the right answer. This may requfre specification of
a level of description that is to be used in the discourse. For physicians, this may be set
by convention. That is, it may be taught as good diagnostic procedure to initially
diagnose a patient at very general level of description, and once this is done the
physicians can then move to a greater level of description. In such cases, the question to
be answered would look something like "What is the cause of this patient's indigestion at
level of description L when not all patients have indigestion?" Specifying the causal field
in such a manner-whether explicitly or implicitly-limits the conditions in the fiiU Mackie
conditions to those at L. The ffrst physician is right in claiming ulcers to be the cause of
the ulcer in F at Z. Of course, this greatiy comphcates the issue, so much so that I am not
going to give an account of level specification. Suffice it to say that I take there to be
rales of accommodation of the level of description that are sinular to the rules described
above. Further, it seems that any given field can be described at multiple levels of
description, and a given level of description can be divided into many causal fields, e.g.,
"What is the cause of the fire at the physical level (versus the macro-level) in the field in
which lightning always stiikes (versus the field in which lightiung never strikes)?" ft may
also be possible to describe a causal field that allows for more than one level of
description to be offered; though h seems to me-and I believe that I part company with
Rupert and Webb here-tiiat such cases would be the exception rather tiian tiie rule. While
h does seem that the need to specify a level of description mcreases the role played by
context, ff the current discussion can account for the rules of accommodation of causal
field then it should also be successful for levels of description.
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holds that something like this is just what occurs. He notes that context often sets certain
parameters in causal statements so as to determine the appropriate level of description
(Horgan, 102). Horgan goes on to clahn that tiiere seem to be other contextually
determined parameters which help separate the cause from mere causal factors (114). He
says that the importance of context to causal statements can be made clear by noting what
happens when the context in which a causal claim is made is ignored: "[t]his is something
like asking what time it is on earth, rather than asking what it is in a given time zone
(114)." Such a question is meaningless v^thout context specifying a field. While claims
of the sort "A is the cause of P" are readily understood and evaluated for trath by those
that are being spoken to, overhearers are often at a loss. Someone who overhears a
speaker but does not know the situation of the conversants, thefr shared background
knowledge, and the history of the conversation may think the speaker is making an
outiandish claim which is nonetheless understood by those actually m the
conversation-note the common request for fairness when rales of accommodation and
charity are broken: "Stop taking me out of context; that isn't what I meant."
I cannot guarantee that there are rales of accommodation, as h may only appear as
if speakers operate by some rules because of the behavior seen m certain situations. Even
if tiiere are such rales, the ceteris paribus clauses in each rale should be remembered;
tiiere may often be cases hi which tiie rales fail or are abandoned, e.g.. Why be charitable
to someone with a shady past? Further, the rales mentioned may not be enough to fiiUy
determme a causal field hi all cases, ft is clear tiiat tiiere can be no science of context, but
the above tieatment is a start to defming the role context plays m smgular causal
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statements, ft does seem plausible that context plays an hnportant role hi determining
causal fields, even if I have not fully specified how and even if a full specification is
impossible.
To return to the point of this section, singular causal statements entail that there is
a specific causal field F against which A can be judged the cause. It seems that singular
causal statements have meaning because an ideal speaker would be fully aware of the
hnpact of context and would avoid saying things that would be meaningless in the given
situation. Likewise, context allows for speakers to generally be aware of the causal field
that is appropriate in a given situation and in tum allows them to understand the meaning
entailed by their statements. Finally, listeners can often recognize the causal field being
used because context clues inform them of the level of categorization to which
accommodation should occur. To the extent to which context can define the causal field,
the problem of meaning, the meaning haff of the problem of access, and the meaning half
of the problem of understandability have been solved. Since h does seem tiiat context can
solve the above-mentioned problems by determining the causal field being used, the
problem with frequency can now be considered.

3.3.2 Subjective Frequencies and Abnormalism
In order for "A is the cause of P" to be trae, A must be statistically abnormal.
But, titis is an objective issue. In a given field, say patients, there is objective fact about
what percentage of tiie patients have ulcers, but h seems very unlikely tiiat any given
common language speaker will know such a frequency. At most, tiie common language
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speakfrig physician has seen most of tiie patients, remembers most of those with ulcers,
and can more-or-less do the comparisons of frequencies required to make abnormalist
judgements. This will yield a subjective frequency which may or may not accord well
witii tiie actual frequency. All of the singular causal statements made by common
language users make tiie clahn that A is tiie statistically abnormal causal factor of P
accordmg to the speaker's subjective frequency. But the tinth of such statements, the
speaker's access to tiie tratii of such statements, and the understandabihty of the tixitii
value of such statements all tum on the accordance and recognized accordance of
subjective and objective frequencies.
The truth of singular causal statements turns on the accordance of subjective
frequencies to objective frequencies. Again, there are levels of success for any proposed
solution to the problem of frequencies. Ideally, the solution will explain how listeners are
able to recognize the trath value of a statement being made. This requfres the accordance
of the listener's subjective frequencies to the actual frequencies in the type. This is most
problematic in cases where the speaker believes herself to be offering a trae statement,
the statement is true, and the listener recognizes it as trae. This requires accordance not
only of the speaker's and listener's subjective frequencies but the accordance of both with
the objective frequencies in the type. A lower level of success can be had if the speaker
can be shown to have access to the trath-value of the statement being made; that is, if it
can be explained how speakers recognize the accordance of their subjective probabilities
wdth objective probabilities. At the very least, it should be shown that the subjective
frequencies of speakers often accord with objective frequencies, even if the speakers are
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not aware of such accordance. Agahi, success at the lower level should be expected, and
fransgressions at the higher levels should be more readily forgiven.
There seem to be a number of possible solutions to this apparent problem, ft
could be thought tiiat all claims of the sort "A is the cause of P" refer to a causal field as
seen by the speaker. That is, "The ulcer is the cause of tiie mdigestion" should be
understood as elliptical for "The ulcer is the cause of the indigestion among patients that I
have seen." Assuming sufficient memory and computational power, this solves the trath
problem, as limiting the objective cases to just those cases that have been experienced by
the speaker-just so long as they are remembered by the speaker-ensures that the
subjective frequency of the speaker accord with the objective frequency, ensures trath. It
also ensures that the speaker have access to such trath. But, this seems hke a nonstarter,
as it does not account well for the problem of understandability. In order for this solution
to work, it must be the case that the speaker and the listener have the same exposure to
patients. It seems that this is rarely the case. Maybe there are situations m which the
exposure to the causal field of both the speaker and the listener is similar enough that
there will be no loss of trath between reality, speaker, and listener. Take for example
"Parsnips are the cause of the mdigestion." The sufferer of the mdigestion and his wife
have very similar exposure to the sufferer's digestive history, and hence they can Ihnit the
causal field to just those cases resulting in both accordance of frequencies and an
understandable clahn. Given significant memory and computation, understandability is
ensured. Nonetheless, this suggestion wiU fail in most cases.
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Maybe there is an accommodation rale that would allow "A is tiie cause of P" to
mean "A is the cause of P among patients you and I have both seen." This is shghtly
different from tiie above case. If the speaker and listener recognize the shared sample and
have sufficient memory and computational power, frequencies will accord and trath can
be evaluated. That is, if the speaker remembers and recognizes aU cases that have been
seen by both speaker and listener-and these cases and only these cases are used hi
abnormalist calculations-then trath and access are ensured, ff the listener can do the
same, understandability is ensured.
But there are many cases in which there is no recognized shared background
knowledge, and in such cases it seems that it is not possible to conditionalize the causal
field according to some particular sample. Instead, it seems that the interlocutors must
presuppose that they have each had mean life experiences. But, agam this is a concem
because a mere presupposition does not guarantee that the conversants' subjective
frequencies accord with one another's and vsdth the objective frequency; access and
understandabihty are threatened in such cases. Hence, it is no guarantee of determinate
and recognized trath. Yet, common language users may still succeed in both tiie access
and understandability of truth values in cases that are common or rarely vary such as with
broken glass, common weather events, certain sounds, etcetera, ft also may be tiiat
common language users conditionalize tiie causal field to given areas, e.g., Lubbock,
Texas, America, or Earth. If the interiocutors recognize shared locality, the causal field
can be Ihnited to an area tiiat is better represented by tiie subjective frequencies of tiie
conversants. This seems to raise tiie chances of fruth, access to fruth value, and
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understandability of fruth-condhions because a speaker's exposure to a limited area can
be tiiought of as more representative than exposure to the entire universe of relevant
cases; it seems that botii speaker and listener are also more likely to recognize this
accordance in cases of fixed locale. If a speaker lives in Lubbock and has reason to think
the hstener does also, "A is the cause of P" can mean "A is the cause of P in F around and
hi Lubbock.'"*" It is much more likely that a speaker's subjective frequencies wdll accord
wdth the objective frequencies-and be trae-in a limited locale than with universal
frequencies. It is also more likely that two individuals will have similar subjective
frequencies conditional on an area they are each familiar with-they are more likely to
have access and be understood. Conditionalizing on a locale increases the chance for
determinate and recognized trath. It makes moot, with respect to all three issues, any
variation of frequency that occurs in New York. Yet, while this is helpful in the cases of
farm boys and townies, it stiU may fail the cosmopolitan.
There is an additional worry that if the causal field is not set condhional on a
given sample it wdU be impossible for a speaker to have access to the trath-value of
singular causal statements behig made and may make h more difficuh for such statements
to be trae; that is, h may lower the chances of the speaker's subjective frequencies wdll
accord to objective frequencies. A change in tiie traits among a type, say because of a
population explosion of flightiess bfrds, may make a speaker's supposed time clahn

^° ft should be noted that making a statement against a causal field tiiat is
conditionahzed to some smaUer sample size is actiially no different tiian fixmg tiie causal
field so as to mclude limitations on the conditions bemg considered. Since there is no
difference, 1 will use the two ways of speaking interchangeably.
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false."' Even if tiie speaker is quite familiar wdtii the causal field m question, some
contingent change can occur and switch a true claim to a false claim without the speaker
knowfrig tiie difference; botii tiiitii and access can be undemtined. The claim that
flightiessness is tiie cause of the prematiire deatii in this chicken was trae before the
population explosion but is false after tiie population explosion.'*^ This is a concem.
Nonetheless, it seems tiiat singular causal statements can still be made in confidence
because of a seemmgly common assumption m tiie regularity of the worid."^ Because of
such an assumption, common language speakers can maintam thefr confidence hi the
trath and thefr access to the trath of thefr smgular causal statements.

3.3.3 The Possibility of Trae, Meaningful, and Understood
Singular Causal Statements
There seems to be an out from the problems considered above. In common
language use, it seems that speakers are either able to use context to determine the
relevant causal field by common rales of accommodation or they are able to recognize

'" Again, I thank Robert Rupert.
"^ It may seem that the concem here runs deeper than just the risk of sayhig false
things, as it is metaphysically distasteful for specific trath conditions and the trath of
statements to change wdthout warning. But, this is a descriptive theory of semantics, and
just because it is how common language users go about using "the cause" does not mean
that it wift be easily swallowed by the metaphysician. Limited human epistemology often
threatens the trath of human statements; hopefully, most common language speakers
recognize this and make singular caused statements against causal fields of which they can
be fairly confident.
'^ Note that speakers wiU be much more certain that this regularity holds trae hi
certain things like weather and glass and will be less likely to be positive for claims about
highly variable things, though bfrd populations may fall into the former category.
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shared experiences and conditionalize to what is tiiought to be a shared sample size. This
IS done because common language users are charitable and want to be around individuals
tiiat say tine and meanhigfiil tiungs; tiiough, at thnes, accommodation and
conditionalization may not be possible. In such cases, h seems that the interiocutors will
accommodate to some very general causal field. Statements will be made about all bfrds,
digestion of all people, and all fues. Note tiiat physicians are capable of speakmg at
highly specialized levels but do not talk about Helicobacter pylori among the general
public, because even tiiough they have faith in the tiuth of the statement and the access to
such trath they also recognize that makmg such statements will Ihnit tiie
understandability of the claim."'' Because of the role of context and the assumption that
there is regularity m the world, singular causal statements are generally made with
confidence that they have a determinate and understood trath value and meaning.
Certainly, it is the case that the meaning and understandability of singular causal
claims made by foreigners to domestics is often threatened, and contingent changes in
frequency can render false seemingly trae statements and do so without the speaker being
aware of the change. But too bad, such is the human condition. Any expectation that a
theory of singular causal statements posit that trath, meaning, access, and
understandability be mahitained in all situations is unreasonable. Sure, meaning may not

"" Curiously enough, I take h that cases hi which mdividuals violate this general
tendency to preserve understandability counts quite in the favor of the current project.
That is, some speakers with expert knowledge do make statements against such a specific
causal field that understandabihty is threatened. But, I take h that tiiis is generally
because the speaker wants to be misunderstood so as to flaunt their expert knowledge.
Pompous speakers are just as, if not more, aware of the role of context in determining the
appropriate causal field for a given situation as are any other common language users.
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always be clear and mdividuals may say false thmgs, but this accords with what is found
among common language users. Mistakes happen, but speakers get along pretty well.
And, titis is just what tiie tiieory shows. While I have not given a rigorous and complete
tiieory of tiie role of context in singular causal statements and INUS abnormalism, it
seems possible tiiat context can account for how speakers generally make trae,
meaningfiil, understood causal claims without fully and explicitly defming the causal
field agafrist which such statements are made, ft seems possible that a more detailed
account of the role of context could be given, and such a theory would only strengthen the
current project more. This means that the current project is not so divorced from reality
after all.
As a curious side note, Horgan makes the followmg observation. While common
language users are generally quhe good at accounting for context, philosophers seem to
be incredibly vexed by singular causal statements. Horgan claims that philosophical
inquiries are such that they make it difficult to take into account context (106,107).
Philosophers want objective and universal traths, but singular causal statements are
generally not about such things. It seems unlikely that the universal causal field is ever
used in common conversations. The biases of philosophers may Ihnit the
understandability of causal statements made in common language use; likevsise, common
language users may not readily imderstand the causal clahns made by philosophers. So,
common language use and philosophy clash. Horgan claims that tiiis is why philosophers
have a hard time acceptmg claims about causation. Maybe this is why mtuitions clash
and often fail with singular causal statements and INUS abnormalism. Givmg a theory of
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tiie semantics of singular causal statements is a philosophical undertaking, but
undertaking philosophy naturally divorces the project from the context required to fully
understand INUS abnormalism. Even now, 1 can convince my intuitions to run contiary
to the theory, but Horgan seems to be right. I only have errant intuitions when doing
philosophy. Day-to-day I make judgements and-every thne 1 check-tiiey seem to accord
to INUS abnormalism, ft may be that intiiitions often accord with the current theory, but
when they are pressed into the service of philosophy they fail because of the naturally
unnatural context of philosophical investigation.

CHAPTER IV
CONCLUSION

4.1 Conclusion
Above, I have developed tiie tiieory of INUS abnormalism which provides a
semantics of singular causal statements that goes beyond existing theories. The theory
has taken on tiie task of accountmg for tiie use of tiie defmite article m tiie sfrigular causal
statements of common language users. En doing this, the theory lays out a non-arbitrary
rule based method for elevatmg a given causal factor beyond others m naming it "the
cause." This runs confrary to the claims of Mill and Mackie, who each thought there
could be no such rule. It even goes beyond White by estabhshing the cause as a relative
but not subjective concept.
INUS abnormalism has been shown to accord with common intuitions in everyday
situations. Further, h has been shown that the common use of singular causal statements
accords with the ascriptions of the theory. While INUS abnormalism clahns that smgular
causal claims are highly elliptical, it has been shown that through contextual cues and
rules of accommodation even the common language user can make meaningful, trathful,
and understood causal claims according to the theory.
Beyond succeeding to account for the issues of common language use, INUS
abnormalism has dealt successfully with a number of the most trying philosophical issues
that confront theories of causation. The theory can accoimt for the causal role played by
negative condition, and it diffuses the threat of ubiquitous condition by allowing for the
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hnportance played by context m specifymg a causal field. INUS abnormalism also avoids
positing false and unjustified beliefs on common language users in cases of
overdetemunation. Most cases of overdetermination can be accounted for successfully by
the theory. By accounting for these philosophical issues, the theory has added
philosophical credit to its intuitive appeal.
Desphe these successes the theory is not the final work on the semantics of
sfrigular causal claims. The theory would greatly benefit from a complete rigorous theory
of the role context plays in fixing meaning of elliptical statements. Further, the theory
suggest other projects. While the theory has been shown to succeed as a descriptive
semantic theory, it is unclear whether or not it is normative. The current theory should be
compared to theories of rational decision in causal situations. It may be that, while DSTUS
abnormalism captures much of the phenomena of common language use, what is rational
in causal situations may be aU together different. Further, if common language users
speak in accord with INUS abnormalism, this could shed some light on the epistemology
of causation, ff humans are sensitive to the statistically abnormal condition, this could
say much about how causal condhions are understood by humans. Suffice h to say, there
are many studies that can continue the work of and fiirther test the current theory.
In closhig and recapitulation, INUS abnormalism clahns the following. If a
sfrigular causal statement of the form "A is the cause of P" is made, h is tme just hi case:
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iija is at least an INUS condition of P m field F-tiiat is, tiiere is a condhion
which, given the presence of whatever featiires characterize F throughout, is
necessary and sufficient for P, and which is of one of these forms: (aX or Y),
(a or Y), aX, a.
(ii) aeT.
(ih) Vx {(xeX) 3 (xeT A [F(x) > F(a)])}.
(ivj Vy Vi {[(yeY A yeT) A (iey A i^a)] 3 [F(i) > F(a)]}.
Here, a, x, y, and i can represent either positive or negative conditions. In other words,
"A is the cause of P" means: A-whether it be a positive or negative condition-is capable,
in causal field F, of bringing about-at least in conjunction with other conditions-the
effect P; A has occurred; all other factors, x, required of A to cause P have occurred in the
token, F-or been absent in the case of negative causal conditions-but occur-or are
absent-with a frequency greater than that of A in the type; and any other sufficient
conditions, y, of P that arefiiUypresent-that is, that have all thefr INUS conditions, i,
present in the token-contain as their conjuncts only those conditions that occur-or are
absent in the case of negative conditions-with a frequency greater than that of A.
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